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Velomobiles & Velomobilities: 
a sociological approach 

Peter Cox 
Presentation to 7th international Velomobile Seminar Name of presenter, Arial Italic 18pt 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce self - work and backgroundA note on languageAutomobile = a vehicle (car)Automobility the system of mobility in which the car is the dominant forceVelomobile = a vehicleVelomobility a system of mobility in which the velo is the archetypal mode of movement
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Introduction 

• Aim  of presentation
– To move attention from the vehicles to the

broader picture
– to introduce classic and recent sociological

theory to assist in interpreting the barriers we 
face 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we think about travel and when we think about, we tend to think in terms of places, of the vehicles we travel in, and of the routes that connect them. This is the conventional mechanical approach to understanding travel.  We use the term ‘modal shift’ to indicate the changing patterns of choices made about which vehicles to use – shifting from one mode, e.g. private care to another e.g. bus, bicycle or velomobile.This picture has limitations. It closes off the realm of movement from most other factors that might affect not just the choices we make but why we should choose to make those journeys in the first place. This intention of this presentation is to use some recent work on the study of automobility to suggest another way of thinking about our journeying: not just the place of velomobiles as vehicles within the existing transport networks, but what might be at stake if we move from a system of automobility to a system of velomobility
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A sociological imagination 

• Troubles = personal problems and choices
• Issues = collective problems outside the scope

of any individual solution

• Is the sustainable transport  problem a trouble
or an issue?

• i.e. is individual vehicle choice a sufficient 
solution? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a professional sociologist, it is my task to interpret the world. C Wright Mills, back in the late 1950s defined the work of sociologists by contrasting troubles and issues. Troubles are those things that “occur within the character of the individual and within the range of his immediate relations with others” (Mills 1959: 14-15). Issues on the other hand, “have to do with matters that transcend these local environments of the individual and the range of his inner life. … an issue is a public matter”( Mills 1959: 15). He used the example of unemployment – if one person in a city of 1000,000 is unemployed, that that is a personal trouble.  But if 15 million out of a population of 50 million are unemployed, then that is an issue “and we may not hope to find its solution within the range of opportunities open to any one individual” (Mills 1959: 15).This is my starting point. We are accustomed to thinking about the velomobile as a personal solution to a personal transport problem. What I suggest is that the current unsustainability of transport problems is an issue and that we need to see how velomobiles feature in a much broader landscape 
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A sociological imagination 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From this stating point Mills went on to elaborate a number of areas of investigation that enable us to understand social issues they can be summed up loosely in four areas of investigation: Historical: how did we get to this point?Cultural: what cultural factors shape our choices? (e.g. local idiosyncrasies,  institutional factors – religious, educational)Structural: what are the expectations and constraints of governance and economy, of relations of class, gender & ethnicityPower: who gains and who loses from the situation as it is? Who stands to gain and to lose most from change? Where do they stand in relation to structures of political and economic power?To think this way can suggest that instead of thinking about things in terms of isolated and separate objects, we turn instead to look at how any given object, (car, bicycle or velomobile) might be a single point in a meshwork of connected relationships and interests: as part of a system.Over the past decade, Sociologists have increasingly begun to consider contemporary life in terms not of discrete and static objects, but instead, through the image of mobility. Life and society are constantly in motion, and the idea of travel, as going from fixed point A to fixed point B, has been recast in terms of mobility, the constant flow and interaction of journeying and the experience of that process of movement. Focusing on mobilities, rather than travel patterns, helps us to portray transport problems as issues rather than troubles, as the result of a whole set of interactive forces  Using this approach, the rest of the presentation will think about the embedded connections of travel, its constraints and the opportunities it presents. 
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Studying mobility 

• Focus on constant patterns of movement and
mobile lives. 

• Applied to transport helps us to break out
from sedentrist bias  - i.e. the focus on end
points and how to get between them

• Sees movements as a process emerging from
and embedded in the whole of our social life
and activity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the past decade, Sociologists have increasingly begun to consider contemporary life in terms not of discrete and static objects, but instead, through the image of mobility. Life and society are constantly in motion, and the idea of travel, as going from fixed point A to fixed point B, has been recast in terms of mobility, the constant flow and interaction of journeying and the experience of that process of movement. Focusing on mobilities, rather than travel patterns, helps us to portray transport problems as issues rather than troubles, as the result of a whole set of interactive forces  Using this approach, the rest of the presentation will think about the embedded connections of travel, its constraints and the opportunities it presents. 
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Automobility – a system 

1. Iconic manufactured object
2. Object of consumption with symbolic and

sign-value 
3. A complex interlinking of industries,

planning, construction, suburbs, oil- rich
nations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before considering human powered mobility, I want first to consider the issue of the car in contemporary society. Thinking sociologically about the car, John Urry presents us with an analysis of the car, not simply as an object but also as a product of forces and in terms of its embedded-ness in society.Automobility is a system comprising 6 components that together generate and reproduce a condition of domination over contemporary culture (from Urry 2004) 1. the quintessential manufactured object produced by the leading industrial sectors and the iconic firms within 20th-century capitalism (Ford, GM, Rolls-Royce, Mercedes, Toyota, VW and so on), and the industry from which the definitive social science concepts of Fordism and post- Fordism have emerged; 2. the major item of individual consumption after housing which provides status to its owner/user through its sign-values (such as speed, security, safety, sexual desire, career success, freedom, family, masculinity); through being easily anthropomorphized by being given names, having rebellious features, seen to age and so on; and which disproportionately preoccupies criminal justice systems (Miller, 2001);3. an extraordinarily powerful complex constituted through technical and social interlinkages with other industries, car parts and accessories; petrol refining and distribution; road-building and maintenance; hotels, roadside service areas and motels; car sales and repair workshops; suburban house building; retailing and leisure complexes; advertising and marketing; urban design and  planning; and various oil-rich nations (Freund, 1993);
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Automobility – a system 

4. the predominant form of mobility that 
subordinates other mobilities (e.g. walking, 
cycling, rail), and reorganizes how people 
negotiate the opportunities for, and 
constraints upon, work, family life, childhood, 
leisure and pleasure  

5. Dominant culture sustaining idea od the good 
life 

6. Most important cause of resource use 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
4. the predominant global form of ‘quasi-private’ mobility that subordinates other mobilities of walking, cycling, travelling by rail and so on, and reorganizes how people negotiate the opportunities for, and constraints upon, work, family life, childhood, leisure and pleasure (Whitelegg 1997);5. the dominant culture that sustains major discourses of what constitutes the good life, what is necessary for an appropriate citizenship of mobility and which provides potent literary and artistic images and symbols (from E.M. Forster to Scott Fitzgerald to John Steinbeck to Daphne du Maurierto J.G. Ballard: see Bachmair, 1991; Eyerman and Löfgren, 1995; Graves-Brown, 1997).6. the single most important cause of environmental resource-use. This results from the scale of material, space and power used in the manufacture of cars, roads and car-only environments, and in coping with the material, air quality, medical, social, ozone, visual, aural, spatial and temporal pollution of global automobility. Transport accounts for onethird of CO2 emissions and is indirectly responsible for many 20th century wars (Adams, 1999; Whitelegg, 1997)What is key is not the ‘car’ as such but the system of these fluid interconnections. 
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Implications 
• Automobility = a system affecting mobility

worldwide, despite its reality as destructive
mode for a privileged global minority

• Automobility shapes the aspirations and the
development and infrastructure paths of even
those nations that still have relatively low
levels of car ownership.

• Characterised primarily by its elimination of
other practices – a monoculture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ImplicationsSoAutomobility can be interpreted as a system exercising a hegemonic effect over mobility worldwide, despite its reality as destructive mode for a privileged global minority. Hegemonic as it subordinates other modes and dictates their paths to accommodate it landscapes of automobility discourage other use.Automobility is a global system. It shapes the aspirations and the development and infrastructure paths of even those nations that still have relatively low levels of car ownership.Currently even the most bicycle friendly states operate within systems of automobility. What might it look like to refocus on Velo-mobility? 
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From Automobility to Velomobility 

• Change cannot simply be substitution of a
vehicle type 

• Need to change from a closed system to one
characterised by diversity

• Diverse systems are more resilient
• A velo-mobile society sees a multiplicity of

vehicles co-exsintig

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The shift from one dominants system to another is not simply a case of substituting one object for another.The system of automobility is a relatively closed system – it hass a tendency to shout out other possibilities, to remove the possibility of sharing. Moving away from the car system dos not simply mean finding a substitute for the car. [ revolutions simply end up changing the group in charge]. It means creating a different type of system, one that is open, flexible has the potential for change and adaptation. Open systems are required if one is to allow for and deal with the issues of greater global environmental and social changes and to avoid the ecological disasters towards which the current systems propel us.The primary characteristics of a Velo-mobile society, I argue is that it is characterised by diversity. (Point 4 in the analysis of Automobility is reversed.) A velo-mobile society would be one that is designed to maximises the diversity of mobility practices
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RISSE RACING TECHNOLOGY 
VELOMOBILE SEMINAR 

SEPTEMBER 7, 2012 

Suspension Systems for Velomobiles



RISSE RACING TECHNOLOGY
MISSION STATEMENT

DESIGN, MANUFACTURE AND SELL 
SUSPENSION COMPONENTS



WHY HAVE A 
SUSPENSION?

•Roads have bumps and potholes

•Improve comfort

•Improve handling and stability

•Reduce stress on frame and components



SUSPENSION TERMS
•Spring Rate

•Sag

•Sprung Mass versus Unsprung Mass

•Compression Damping

•Rebound Damping

•Leverage Ratio



SPRING RATE
•Spring Rate:  Force per unit of compressed length.

Coil Spring
Air Shock

Coil Spring: Linear Spring Rate 
Air Spring: Progressive Rate



SAG

Amount the suspension compresses 
when the rider weight is applied



Sprung Mass: 
Amount of mass above the spring. 

Vehicle frame, rider etc. 

Unsprung Mass: 
Amount of mass which 
moves up and down.  
Wheel, hubs, brakes, 

suspension components.



COMPRESSION DAMPING
Force resisting the compression of 

the suspension.   
Velocity dependant. 

Controls upward acceleration of 
sprung mass.



REBOUND DAMPING

Force resisting the return of the suspension.   
Velocity dependant. 

Absorbs the energy which is stored in the 
spring to control the rate at which the 

suspension returns.



LEVERAGE RATIO

Wheel Travel / Shock Travel 

Example: 
 2” Wheel Travel 

1” Shock Travel 
= 

2:1 Leverage Ratio



ANALYSIS OF WHEEL HITTING A BUMP 
NO SUSPENSION

•Harsh ride
•Loss of traction on back side of bump
•Uncontrolled motion
•Tire loses contact with the road



ANALYSIS OF WHEEL HITTING A BUMP 
SPRING ADDED

•Less upward acceleration
•Smoother ride
•Uncontrolled motion, oscillation causes loss of traction
•Tire loses contact with the road, but much better.



ANALYSIS OF WHEEL HITTING A BUMP 
SPRING AND DAMPER ADDED

•Smooth ride, controlled motion  

•Compression damping controls wheel acceleration over the bump 

•Rebound damping dissipates energy as wheel travels past bump 

•Tire remains in contact with the road for traction



VELOMOBILE UNIQUE 
CHARACTERISTICS 
(COMPARED TO MOUNTAIN BIKE)

•Riders center of mass does not move much

•Typically 3 or 4 wheels

•Enclosed fairing (can be difficult to install or access)

•Front wheels use McPherson strut style system (Quest
& Mango)

•Ride height adjustment for ground clearance



REAR SUSPENSION
GENESIS DAMPER

•Oil damped air shock

•Internally adjustable compression and rebound damping

•External air pressure adjustment to set spring rate

•Extension eyelets allow use of stock adjustable length
rod ends



REAR SUSPENSION
ASTRO-5 DAMPER

•Oil damped air shock

•Externally adjustable 5 position lever

•Adjusts Compression Damping 30%

•Adjusts Rebound Damping 70%

•External air pressure adjustment to set spring rate

•Extension eyelets allow use of stock adjustable length rod ends



FRONT SUSPENSION

•Risse Racing  VM-1 drop in aftermarket upgrade 

•Oil damped air sprung cartridge 

•Internally adjustable compression and rebound damping 

•Externally adjustable air pressure 

•Internal negative spring  

•Internal bearing overlap to provide later support



REDMOND, OREGON
WWW.RISSERACING.COM 



Designing a low drag tilting 
velomobile for all day use 

Wim Schermer 

velomobielonderdelen.nl 
wimschermer.blogspot.nl 



Current velomobiles are 
wonderful machines 

but . . . 
 

• Not easy to enter and leave 
• Fall over when cornering too fast 
• Restricted luggage space 
• No easy maintenance 
• Need large storage area 
• Moderate speed 



VeloTilt design goals 

• Tilting for safe cornering and fun to ride 
• Easy entrance 
• Usable for people from 1.60 to 2.00 meter 
• 70 liters of luggage space 
• Speed 55 km/h with 150 Watts of power 
• All technical parts easy accessible 
• Storage on 0.8 * 1.0 meter 



Team 

• Wim Schermer, idea and funding 
• David Wielemaker, design and aerodynamics 
• George-emile Tockaya, design and ergonomics 
• Bram Smit, FFWD, design and construction bike 
• Jan Reus, composites 
• Arnold Ligtvoet, commercial development 



Dimensions 

• 248 cm total length 
• 54 cm max body width 
• 76 cm total width 
• 105 cm height 

 
• Frontal area incl. wheelfairings < 0,5 m2 
 



Technology 

• Front wheel drive 
• All wheels 20” side mounted 
• Locking mechanism during standstill 
• Carbon sandwich composites 
• Drum brake on front wheel 
• Disc brakes on rear wheels 
• Risse shock on rear wheels 
• 3-speed hub and 9 speed derailleur 
 

 



Summary 

• Fast, tilting, safe and fun to drive
• Behaves like a two wheel bike
• Easy entrance and easy access to moving parts
• Large luggage compartment
• Small storage demands
• Great braking



End 
Thank you for your attention 

Wim Schermer 

velomobielonderdelen.nl 
wimschermer.blogspot.nl 



(HYDRAULIC) DRUMBRAKES 

6 SEPT 2012  
BY H. MECKELBURG & P.A. HOLLEBRANDSE 

Velomobile Seminair 2012 



Target group   

 Design, test and manufacture a (hydraulic) 
drumbrake for:  
 velomobile, recumbent, ATB, Tandem etc.  
 Combine knowledge and experience of workgroup, 

collect users and manufacturers  input. 

 Drumbrake the brake of choice, because: 
 Maintenance free 
  Sturdy construction  
 Weather indepent braking force 
 Integrated construction in hub 

 



Group members 

 Harald Meckelburg,    Duplex hydrualic velomobile 
drumbrake  prototypes + Triplex hydrualic 
drumbrake design  

 Dave Wrath Sharman, Highpath Engineering 
SwingCam mechanical drumbrake 

 Wytze van Wansum, Cannondale Dutchess >> 
hydraulic rollerbrake  

 Dieter Baumann, Fahrradwerkstat Radnabel, SA 
Mechanical outboard drumbrake on SON  

 Flevobike/ Johan Vrielink,  Keronite hubs 
 Pieter Hollebrandse, design SA 70 mm hydraulic 

anchorplate, various research  



History drumbrakes 
 1902 Louis Renault 

 1918 Sturmey Archer’s first drumbrake  

 1930 hydraulic drumbrakes 

 3 types: 
 Simplex 
 Duplex >>> Triplex 
 Servo 

 
 



Nomenclature drumbrakes 

 



Sturmey Archer drumbrakes 
 Simplex type  >> leading + trailing shoe  
 Problem when trailing shoe wears > fulcrum axle  
 All dust stays in drum 
 May overheats on descents 

 
 



Dave Wrath Sharmann 
 Highpath Engineering

 SwingCam anchorplate
 Fulcrum centers 

automatically >> leading 
and trailing shoe same force 

 Reports of superb 
modulation and braking 
force.  



 



Wytze van Wansum 
 Graduation project : 

Cannondale Dutchess 
 Hydrualic actuated Shimano 

Rollerbrake 
 clean looks: hydraulics routed 

internally  



Dieter Baumann, 
Fahrradwerkstat Radnabel 
 Drum external, bolted on 

SON dynamo hub 



 



Flevobike 
 Leight weight hubs:
 Hard anodised hubs  
 MMC aluminium hub 
 Keronite hubs 

 External drum with CFwheel



Pieter Hollebrandse  
 Hydraulic SA 70 mm drumbrake design  
 Lowracer front monofork with drumbrake?  



Requirements drumbrake 
velomobile   
1. Safe!! 

1. Brake torque ( > 90 Nm) 
2. Heat dissipation (downhill 15% > 1750W 

continuous) 
3. Redundant (left/ right independency) 
4. Fine modulation 

2. Maintenance free 
3. Low weight  
4. Modular 
 



Harald Mecklenburg 
 Duplex D 70 prototypes
 Triplex T 90



Duplex D 70 





Triplex T90 

 Succesor D70
 Goal:
 Finer modulation > geometry 
 Better heat transfer > 90 mm diameter 

 Geometry brake shoeT90 triplex
 Hydrualic operation
 High pressure generation 
 Levers 

 Construction
 The ‘spider’ 



Geometry brake shoe T90 triplex  
 
  Target: low self 

reinforcement 



Various brake shoe geometry 



Triplex T90 geometry 

 



T90- Hydraulics 
 Goal: as small as possible
 Limit: pressure : Levers + hoses: 5 MPa,

Sealings 23 Mpa
 Pressure multiplier



T90 Construction 



T90 Construction – the spider 

 Only 1 complicated CNC part: the spider



Summary Triplex T90 design 
 Modulation
 Durable
 Lightweight  (- ?? Gram)
 Modular (velomobiel.nl strut?)



Work to be done 

 Thermal study
 Prototyping + testing T90 triplex
 Keronite testing
 Quick release couplings
 Define versions needed
 Find manufacturer



Thanks for your attention! 

Questions, suggestions?  
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HYDRAULIC DRUM BRAKE 
by Harald Meckelburg

INTRODUCTION

Functional and long lasting brakes for velomobiles seem to be a never ending story. 
Currently there are two braking systems in use, mostly standard drum-brakes and a few disc-
brakes. The used drum-brakes are standard low level models with a Simplex mechanism (one 
leading and one trailing shoe) with limited braking and heat transfer performance. On the other 
side they are perfectly sealed (the closed drum) and they use very long lasting brake shoes.
Most of them are cable-operated and work with an eccentric drive. 

FIRST ATTEMPT: DUPLEX D70

The first attempt to build a completely hydraulic driven drum brake had basically two goals. 
One was to replace a standard Sturmey Archer 70 mm drum brake to achieve better braking 
performance and the other goal was to replace the cable-operation part. After more than 40000 
km of testing I am surprised about the durability of this brake. But I also experienced some 
inconvenient features like a bad braking modulation.

 Fig. 1: Exploded view of Duplex brake 

 Features:

• Drum diameter 70 mm

• Duplex-system (brake coefficient C=1.9)

• completely hydraulic driven (pmax = 10 MPa)

• strut is compatible with Velomobiel.nl
design

• double piston brake-lever with brake
balancing

• mineral oil (fork oil 5W30)

Advantages:

• weight (130 g) / size (78 mm x 21 mm)

• clean body-design, few parts

• high braking power (app. 85 Nm)

Disadvantages: 

• bad braking modulation

• many seals (9x)

• high-pressure hoses (Steelflex)

• modularity
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ANALYSIS OF D70 AND NEW APPROACH

Analyzing the negative features of the D70 it is obvious that the braking modulation is the main 
feature to improve. 
If we have a look to the very common disc brakes we find very fine braking modulation.
Taking a closer look to these brakes we find very low brake coefficients (C = 2*µ, with µ  the friction 
coefficient of the brake pads) with no self-reinforcing  but with very high actuation forces .

Typical brake coefficients for standard drum brakes are for Duplex C=3,0 and Simplex C=2,0 .

A new approach for a high-end drum brake puts the principles of a disc-brake into a drum, 
a "disc in a can" brake.

The low self-reinforcing feature of this new brake requires higher actuation forces. With limited 
design space this means a limited hydraulic piston with a high hydraulic pressure. If we integrate a 
pressure multiplier into the brake we can build and use low pressure parts for the hoses and the 
brake lever.

 Fig. 3: Braking plate on McPherson-strut    Fig. 2: Complete wheel (ETRTO 35-406)  with steering-stick  

 Fig. 4: Layout brake system 
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“LOW´C” BRAKES AND THE CHALLENGE TO MAKE THINGS WORSE

Designing a brake shoe with a “Low´C”-geometry (Csingle_shoe < 0,75)  is not that easy.

It is wrong to look only at the brake coefficient C to evaluate a drum-brake. We can manipulate this 
factor without changing anything in the self-reinforcing characteristic of the brake shoe! 
We can describe the self-reinforcing characteristic by the moment of the tangential force Ft with its 
lever arm e.

Let's take the Triplex T90 shoe (fig. 6) to investigate this factor. We calculate a brake coefficient of 
Csingle_shoe = 0,77. If we change the actuation lever h=48,5 mm to h=31,6 mm we calculate a  
Csingle_shoe = 31,6 mm / (28 mm / 0,35 – 16,9 mm) = 0,5  from equation 3.
But the lever e=16,9 mm remains at the same value. This lever and the pad friction µ are 
responsible for the geometrical self-reinforcing of the brake shoe! 
Keeping this lever (e) as small as possible we get a short and straight brake shoe which tends to a 
“Low´C” geometry.
There are some more parameters (drum diameter, distribution of brake pressure, pivot design, 
etc.) which manipulate the self-reinforcing characteristic.

 Fig. 6: Various brake shoes 

The braking coefficient C describes the relation 
between the tangential force (=friction force) and 
the applied actuation force.

Derivation for Csingle_shoe:

Ft = µ * Fn (1)    

Ft = Fact * h / (a / µ – e)   (2)

with equation 2 we get

Csingle_shoe =  Ft / Fact = h / (a / µ – e)   (3)  

This equations are valid for leading shoes.

For trailing shoes change in equation 2 and 3 
from “-e” to “+e”.  

 Fig. 5: brake shoe geometry Nomenclature:
Fact:   actuation force
Ft: tangential force
Fn: normal force (simplification 

of brake pressure distribution)

µ : friction coefficient    
brake pad 

h: actuation lever
a: normal force lever
e: self-reinforcing brake 

force lever 
er: resultant brake force

lever 
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HIGH PRESSURE GENERATION

High pressure at the brake piston and enough clearance for the brake shoe to the drum require a 
special unit, the brake servo unit (fig. 7). Standard units move only a small volume of oil (V2=A2*s) 
which is perfect for disc-brakes but not for drum-brakes. This requires an additional valve in the 
servo unit to compensate this. See the functional diagram in figure 8.

A welcome lateral benefit of this additional internal valve is the thermal compensating of the oil 
volume in the high-pressure unit.

 Fig. 8: Pressure management  

 Fig. 7: Schematic drawing: Brake servo unit  

 Explanation:
(1) fast brake shoe movement against spring

(2) brake shoe at drum 

→ valve closes automatically

(3) braking with fine modulation

(4) maximum braking power   

Ra=
A1

A2
=
pout
p inn

=3

Amplifying ratio:

(4) 
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TRIPLEX T90
The Triplex T90 design is one possible result if we use the experience with the D70 and the new 

findings ("Low´C", brake servo unit) for a new 
development.

Front View

• drum diameter 90 mm > thermal transfer

• 3 leading shoes > high braking power

• 10 or 12 mm piston,  stroke max. 5 mm

• central piece: spider with complete 
integrated hydraulic 

Rear View 

• axle diameter from 12 mm to 15 mm

• one fixing pin at strut, fork ...

• rotary hydraulic hose connector to enable 
perfect hose laying.

• “back-plate” design has only a drum 
sealing function without any stability 
function.

Braking performance

• brake coefficient    C = 3 * Csingle_shoe  = 
3 * (48,5 / (28 / 0,35 - 16,9)) = 2,3  
(µ = 0,35 assumed)  
with low self-reinforcing lever e = 16,9 mm

• Braking power:

plever,max=4 MPa / ppiston,max=12 MPa

Piston =10mm  >  Mbr=91 Nm

Piston =12mm  >  Mbr=134 Nm 

 Fig. 10: Rear view of brake

 Fig. 9: Internal view of braking mechanism

 Fig. 11: Brake geometry
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THE SPIDER

The heart of this new brake is the spider. The idea behind this piece is to put the complex and 
machine intensive features in a single piece of aluminum. Complex features are the oil distribution, 
integration of the brake servo unit and of course the cylinder housings. With this high integration 
we save some seals. Also we keep the high-pressure part in one solid piece of material.

 

The manufacturing process for the prototype machining is quite simple. The base is a 16 mm thick
plate of aluminum, water-jet cut. Machining needs two simple jigs.

CONCLUSION

Designing a new kind of drum-brake needs more knowledge than expected. A disc-brake is 
comparatively simple to understand, highly respected in the bicycle market and has not the old-
fashioned touch as a drum-brake. But can we change this?
This new approach of a drum-brake requires more time to finish the whole system including the 
drums and the leverage. But considering the multiple advantages of this kind of brake it should be 
worth it. 

Step 1: water-jet cutting 
m1 = 100g

 Fig. 12: Spider – oil flow 

 Fig. 13: Spider – manufacturing process 

Step 2: functional milling 
m2 = 46g  

Step 3: weight reduction 
m3 = 41g   



a plywood velomobile 
we can build it! 

Titus van den Brink

http://plywoodvelomobile.blogspot.co.uk/



aluminum 0.8 mm 34 Kg glass/polyester 

1992: I learned about the Alleweder velomobile
working with Bart Verhees and Flevobike
cutting and riveting is a lot of work!



1997: I built my first 27 kg prototype in 1.5 mm 
plywood and used it for a 1000 km holiday trip 

arrival at Boulogne sur Mer 

head inside is not 
a good idea 



1998: other new developments kept me busy... 

Marijn 



2001?: Paddy and I start the construction of the 
second 23kg prototype in 1.5 mm plywood 

Paddy Milsford 



2011: Sjaak improves the second prototype 

Sjaak Bloomberg 
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2012: the Summerlab in Nantes France 

• Improvements

chain 
tensioner 

seat 

soft top 

... 



why plywood? 

lighter than glass/polyester 

easy to work with 

no mould 

dent proof 

a sustainable option? 



disadvantages of 
plywood 

no compound curvature: hard to make a 
beautiful shape 

compromised aerodynamics: not as fast as a 
Quest 

it can rot 



why can a plywood 
velomobile be lighter 

stiffness not the strength 

stiffness is proportional to Et^3 

Egp/Eplywood =5 

same stiffness: tplywood =tgp 5^0.33 =1.7 

ρgp/ρplywood =3 so plywood is 1.7/3 =0.57 lighter 



〉  
[Kg/L] 

E 
[MPa] 

t 
[mm] 

m 
[Kg/m2] 

EI/b 
[Nm] 

aluminium 2,7 69 0,9 2,43 0,05 

glass polyester 2 70 0,9 1,81 0,05 

carbon epoxy 1,62 390 0,5 0,82 0,05 

plywood 0,6 15 1,5 0,9 0,05 

hard to make 

reference 1.5 mm plywood 



ρ 
[Kg/L] 

E 
[MPa] 

t 
[mm] 

m 
[Kg/m2] 

EI/b 
[Nm] 

aluminium 2,7 69 0,6 1,62 0,15 

glass polyester 2 70 0,6 1,21 0,15 

carbon epoxy 1,62 390 0,34 0,55 0,15 

plywood 0,6 15 1 0,6 0,15 

hard to make 

reference 1.0 mm plywood 



conclusion 

plywood is a natural composite that competes 
with carbon/epoxy 

only sandwich constructions surpass plywood 



nose 



tail 



front 



rear 



open 



tank steering 



details 
 simple 

seat 



details 
tank 

steering 



details 
wheel 
box 



wheel mount 



Rohloff 



plastic idlers, shopping 
bag chain tunnel 



rear idlers 



details 



sandwich 



girls 



front axle 

side sticks 

foam spring 

Mc Pherson 
suspension 

transversal link 

longitudal link 



the puzzle 



the puzzle 



I need you ! 

Find people that want to built the next 
machines 

Make the redesign 

Order parts together 

Build it! 



cost estimate 

• plywood, glue, tube ... 300

• standard parts ... 500-1500

• custom parts ... 200

• construction time 200 hours





Long distance cycle commute 
A new era for super cycleroutes 
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First Cycle Highway 
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Contents 

History of Super Cycle routes 
Revival fast cycleroutes 

Case: Routes in Region of Utrecht 

From goals to means: What’s next? 

4 
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Houten 
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Revival fast cycleroutes 

First initiatives 1997 - 2000 
• Dom-tot-Dam
• Eindhoven-Helmond

Pilot 5 routes in 2006 
• part of congestionproject “Fileproof”

Next step in 2009 
• 16 routes all over the country

7 



Objectives in the Netherlands 

‣ Cross Government border 
‣ Longer distance (15 km, 

pedelec) 
‣ Between housing and working 

area > commuters 
‣ Higher speed than average in 

NL, 25 km/h or more 



Organisation in Netherlands 

‣ Focus on eliminating congestion at highways 
‣ Small national grants for interlocal projects 
‣ Funding mostly by regional or provincial authorities 
‣ Agreement from local municipallities 

 
‣ Now: Start implementing 
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Dutch routes 



Demands of (Super) Cycleroutes 

‣ Conformation to CROW-publication 230: 
Design manual cycle traffic 

‣ Five means  
‣ Cohesion 
‣ Directness 
‣ Comfort 
‣ Safety 
‣ Attractivness 

 
 
     



References Cycle tracks 



References bicycle dominated streets 
 (60/30 km/h) 



References crossings 
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Reference lighting 
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Signposting? 

X X 
? 
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‣ Rotterdam – Delft

‣ Amsterdam – Zaandam

17 

5 Pilot routes 

‣ Utrecht – Breukelen

‣ Apeldoorn – Deventer

‣ Den Haag – Zoetermeer



Case: Super Cycleroutes in Utrecht 

‣ Reduce car-traffic production of Houten 
‣ Speed up cycling in Region 



Modal share < 7.5 km 
(70% trips) 

Source: MON 2005-2009 



Modal share Houten external 

Source: countings 2010 + guess H. Tiemens 
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Super Cycleroutes in Utrecht 
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> Branding Cycle Highways 
> Politicians like Super Cycle Highways 
> Good Publicity 
> Good results 
> High expectations 

From goal to means 
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What’s Next? 
> Congestion at normal 

highways still trigger? 
> Crossing barriers is 

needed 
> Non-stop cycling in 

urban areas needs focus 

From goal to means 
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From goal to means 

Infrastructure 
‣Networks of Super Cycleroutes in regions 
‣Super Cycleroutes between regions 

‣More knowledge about cycling > more knowledge about profits 

> more investments 

 
Communication 
‣Cycling is safe, healthy and quick 
‣Everybody can cycle everywhere 
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vananaarf.nl 
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Copenhagen 
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Wind protection 

40 
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Cycling, a world to conquer 

Ing. Herbert Tiemens 
h.tiemens@regioutrecht.nl 
GSM +31 6 2145 9189 

mailto:h.tiemens@regioutrecht.nl
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\\  Making a case for a method of diversifying the velomobile product range to 
  increase acceptance as a viable form of sustainable transport 

Alex Vittouris & Mark Richardson 7IVC2012 



Outer Shell 

Recumbent bicycle/tricycle chassis 

Alex Vittouris & Mark Richardson 7IVC2012 
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(see, for example; Cox and van de Walle 2007) 



Sinclair C5, 1985 



Sinclair C5, 1985 

X-1, 2010 









1. Lack diversity

2. Efficiency trumps the requirements
for highly congested urban commutes 
The “Contraption Captains” who ‘mean no harm …  
they’re simply operating machines they feel are  
superior to regular bicycles because they’re potentially 
faster and they don’t require a rider to sit on a  
narrow saddle’. (Bike Snob, 2010) 



Given: 

\\  Velomobile monoculture and mono-form 
\\  High technical knowledge, skills and tools 
    required to build 
\\  Inaccessibility (price/range) of products 

How can a diverse range of products be 
developed to assist velomobiles to become 
more generally accepted? 

Alex Vittouris & Mark Richardson 7IVC2012 





http://plywoodvelomobile.blogspot.com.au/ 
http://www.recumbentblog.com/2010/09/15/atomic-duck-by-deferred-procrastination/ 

Plywood Velomobile Atomic Duck 

Open Source Velomobiles 
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Bonsai 

Alex Vittouris & Mark Richardson 7IVC2012 



Bonsai 

Espalier 

Alex Vittouris & Mark Richardson 7IVC2012 



Bonsai 

Espalier 

Compass Timber 
Alex Vittouris & Mark Richardson 7IVC2012 



Bonsai 

Espalier 

Compass Timber 

Arborsculpture 
http://pooktre.com/ 

Alex Vittouris & Mark Richardson 7IVC2012 
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BBC “Planet Earth” Time lapse photography of bamboo growth over 24 hours. 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningzone/clips/time-lapse-photography-of-bamboo-growth/10525.html 



Alex Vittouris & Mark Richardson 7IVC2012 



Image source: 
http://www.silverfishlongboarding.com/forum/longboar
d-board-building-q-discussions/139563-single-rider-
human-powered-vehicle-bamboo-recumbent-bike-w-
full-aerodynamic-fairing.html 

http://www.instructables.com/id/Building-a-
Recumbent-Bamboo-Trike-Frame/ 

http://www.mosquito-velomobiles.com/mosquito_zero.htm 
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Hidalgo (2003) 

Alex Vittouris & Mark Richardson 7IVC2012 



Bamboo Bulletin, Vol 8 (2)  
Bamboo Society of Australia 







\\  Repeatable inverted shape used throughout structure – small offcuts for bracing 
\\  Joins can use natural fibres (sisal/flax/hemp/bamboo) pending flex analysis 



\\  2010 – 2011 Experiments (Monash University) 





\\ Initial process: Upcycled materials \\ Future process: Closed loop bamboo 

\\  Bamboo within design specification is split and used to grow next seasonal culms 



\  2012 Experiments 
  The University of Melbourne 
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\\ Experiments conducted by Hidalgo, Erickson and INBAR (publication pending) 
highlight a very plausible case for repeatable pre-harvest deformation of bamboo 

\\  Bamboo can be controlled through reusable formers – eventuating in a closed 
loop production process through the production of fast growing biomass 

\\ According to Shao, Zhou, Lu, Et. al (2010), mechanical properties of bamboo 
allow use as a high-quality structural material 

\\ Precedents of bamboo HPV’s indicate  structural integrity 

\\ Natural factories can be used to regenerate urban wasteland and alleviate 
erosion and salinity issues with existing land 

\\ A groupset of shapes can have inter-disciplinary applications for both transport and 
architecture, tessellation and inversion broadens the number of structures and 
simplifies construction through pre-fabrication 

\\ Production inertia of bamboo will provide rapid carbon sequestration 
See; Xu, Wong, Yang, Et. al (2011) 

\\  Intensity of species indicates  likelyhood of distributed and localised production 



Alex Vittouris & Mark Richardson 7IVC2012 



Upcycle – i.e. Freitag 

(Image source <www.freitag.ch/shop/FREITAG/ 
page/fcut_page/detail.jsf>) 

Alex Vittouris & Mark Richardson 7IVC2012 



Upcycle – i.e. Freitag 

(Image source <www.freitag.ch/shop/FREITAG/ 
page/fcut_page/detail.jsf>) 

Tensegrity - modular design 
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Upcycle – i.e. Freitag 

(Image source <www.freitag.ch/shop/FREITAG/ 
page/fcut_page/detail.jsf>) 

Tensegrity - modular design Open Source, Digitally enabled 
tools/ICT connectivity 

(Image source: <www.buildlog.net/blog/ 
category/3d-printing/>) 

Alex Vittouris & Mark Richardson 7IVC2012 



http://www.sciencephoto.com/image/155761/large/C0093148-Buckminster_Fuller-SPL.jpg 
http://tpgd.gdnm.org/files/2012/03/Eight-Up-1967.jpg 

Richard Buckminster Fuller Kenneth Snelson 
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\\  Velomobiles are a relatively sustainable form of transport, but are currently under-utilised in 
Australia due largely to lack of customer demand 

\\  The burgeoning popularity of open source domestic-scale 3D printers provides a DIY precedent 
that could be utilised to increase awareness, distribution, and diversity of velomobiles to 
increase demand 

\\ Open source fast-tracks innovation and provides high quality feedback loops 

\\ Drives down cost and increases accessibility to previously expensive or hard to access products 

\\ Provides new opportunities to establish service economies and distributed manufacturing 
networks 

\\  The projects outlined in the presentation aim to increase diversification by using the DIY ideals 
combined with web 2.0 connectivity and OSHW 

\\ Two projects were discussed in greater detail bookend current manufacturing processes and 
material flows: one uses preharvested raw materials to grow frame structures, while the other 
utilises post industrial and domestic waste  

\\  ‘Here’s some materials, here’s some tools and a modular system, now make your own 
transport’ 
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Designing for Velomobile Diversity: 
Alternative opportunities for 
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Abstract 

Velomobiles currently appeal to niche, enthusiast markets through a range of both low scale 

production and D.I.Y processes. Human Powered Vehicles (HPV’s) should appeal equally towards 

both the enthusiast and urban commuter by offering a diverse range of design, packaging and 

construction alternatives.  Currently, the attractiveness of velomobiles lies primarily in their 

aerodynamic advantages, speed, weather protection and a focus on providing a sustainable form of 

personal mobility; however, in order to appeal  to a broader consumer market for low speed urban 

use, vehicle ergonomics, comfort, additional load capacity and visibility (both to see and be seen) 

need further consideration.  

This paper explores the current limitations in promoting velomobiles as a commuter alternative to 

the automobile in that it proposes velomobile diversity be approached through the application of 

dynamic, emotive styling, vehicular packaging variations and functional storage, together with the 

use of sustainable construction materials with techniques that reduce assembly and fabrication 

costs.  

To this end, the paper discusses two conceptual case studies that explore applied industrial design 

processes, diverse construction and alternative manufacturing techniques. Both are positioned 

outside current fabrication processes, where one explores ‘natural’ production – specifically, the 

pre-harvest deformation of bamboo with shape tessellation to reduce parts complexity whilst 

allowing natural processes to fulfil pre-determined forms – and the other reuses post-consumer 

waste in an interminably variable tensegrity frame construction designed for continued open-source 

development. It is postulated that by both applying industrial design techniques and exploring 

alternative processes that allow individuals to tailor a vehicle to their specific transport needs, 

greater product variance can be instigated. 
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1. Introduction

The velomobile remains within a niche market compared to that of automobility, with the range of 

enthusiast, sometimes sporadic, commercially available and DIY options. Coupled with limited 

market reach, promotion and design compromises for urban commuters, the velomobile has been 

relegated to the fringes within the category of HPV’s (Human Powered Vehicles), compared to the 

appeal which cycling enjoys. Furthermore, unlike mass produced automobiles, current velomobile 

design and construction methodology are often reliant on the pursuit of DIY production 

experimentation, with one off prototypes being produced by dedicated enthusiasts or low volume 

production setups commonplace. 

Cox and Van de Walle (2007) described the velomobile as “…kind of [a] car without an engine” 

(p.114) by augmenting functions of both bicycles (human power, simple drivetrain, no licence 

restrictions, cycle path sharing) and cars (fairings, cargo capacity). Velomobile designs based on the 

recumbent bicycle and tricycle are commonplace for commuter proposals (Papanek 2009, p. 264) 

and racing specialisation (Van de Walle 2004, pp. 45, 62-63, 92), where many of the available 

consumer versions originate. Proposing velomobiles as a personal mobility alternative for the 

commuter requires careful consideration relating to the proposed usage and design - a vehicle for 

racing purposes, through calculated aerodynamic efficiency, may be completely unsuitable, or even 

dangerous if ridden on commuter cycle paths and congested urban or central business district zones 

where low heights of racing velomobiles may produce visibility and communication issues with other 

road users.  

Although comparisons between velomobiles and automobility should be ultimately avoided due to 

their different intended markets, much of the automobiles influence on society is drawn from the 

visual statement from styling just as much as the actual engineering specification of the powerplant 

or the vehicular packaging, where, for example, the perception of quality can be drawn through 

curvature between transitional boundaries and surfaces. Computer based design software reaches 

beyond functional requirements established by engineering protocol or government regulations, and 

assists the designer to establish precise, sculptural forms, whereby analysis of even slight variations 

in curve control can have dramatic effects upon the final outcome.  

Approaching velomobile production using a measured approach of design and engineering 

considerations, while enhancing consumer desirability through similar styling discourse applied to 

industrial design, could be viewed as beneficially promoting velomobiles as a unique mobility 

alternative to the automobile. 

It is strongly stipulated that the ideas presented in this paper are of a highly conceptual nature, and 

as such, must be viewed as a working hypothesis, and pending the outcomes of final dissertations, 

ideas may be subject to the basis of ongoing research. Nevertheless, the focus of this paper is to 

encourage velomobile differentiation and appeal through comparatively unconventional design and 

construction specification, whereby velomobiles would be promoted for urban commuter use 

through an integrated process of industrial design based styling, diversification through the use of 

natural and upcycled materials, and unorthodox construction processes which promote community 

or end user participation in the vehicles construction.  
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The first three sections encapsulate an overview of current production processes associated with 

velomobiles, with section 2 specifying the contribution of DIY processes towards velomobile uptake 

and diversification; section 3 discussing the requirements of commuters and limitation regarding 

current infrastructure, section 4 describes the role that intensive use of natural materials may 

present for future transport sustainability with the presentation of a conceptual hypothesis of a 

grown bamboo HPV - the ‘Kioto’1 – postulating the construction of an integrated chassis and canopy 

design though the structural deformation of bamboo culms in order to  a commuter ‘mild climate’2 

velomobile. Section 5 discusses an in-progress project – the PUUNK velomobile – that has the aim to 

help democratise construction through modular Open Design, up-cycling and additive 

manufacturing. 

2. Differentiating consumer requirements for velomobile

proliferation

When dealing with road sharing between the car and bicycle, it is generally conceded   that the most 

vulnerable user (the cyclist) is viewed as ‘brave’ for choosing to ride in certain situations (Geller 

2009, Richardson, Burns, and Haylock 2011). Velomobiles, being fully or partly enclosed, may be able 

to combat the perception of vulnerability through providing the security of a larger vehicular 

footprint compared to the bicycle.  

Popularisation of velomobiles requires distinction between dedicated racing and commuter variants 

both of which need to have vastly different design specification and visual identity for each type of 

consumer. Consideration of safety factors such as visual communication, namely eye contact 

between other road users, vehicle footprint, product semantics such as storage and dedicated 

infrastructure, is essential (Richardson, Burns, and Haylock 2011).  

However, even with all of these underlying fundamentals in place to ensure strong consumer 

acceptance, the role of the designer and industrial design discourse for creating the ‘ideal form’3 is 

critical to create inertia: 

“It is recognized in the international market-place that there is a fundamental and 
underlying requirement for any product to exhibit quality and reliability….If the 
product is to succeed against the level of competition which now prevails, then it 
must have much more; it must have designed-in 'desirability' - perceived added 
value.” (Tovey 1997, p. 9) 

The intensive use, through modern media, of the term “desirability”, has come to represent a 
powerful marketing tool for generating market inertia or relative activism (Richardson, Burns, and 
Haylock 2011). However, the role of the designer must ensure care and relative ethics so to avoid 
the industrial design aesthetic becoming a ‘purveyor of trivia’ (Papanek 1972, p. 153). The advent of 
today’s constantly evolving social media forums makes adherence to this ideal even more 
challenging, given the speed with which new ideas can spread, through re-blogging for example. 

1
 ‘Kioto’ is region of Japan where shape deformed ‘square bamboo’ has become commercialised (Hidalgo 2003, p. 353). 

2
 ‘Mild climate’ is the working term of reference describing the intended operating climate which the  velomobile will 

primarily operate 
3
 Bloch (1995) discusses the consumer behaviour regarding form identity and product design, and Creusen, Veryzer, & 

Schoormans 2010 discussing consumer reaction towards design parameters of symmetry and visual complexity regarding 
product design 
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However, this does not alter the fact  that, when interpreting industrial design aesthetics, questions 
can still be raised as to the level of embellishment (Maffei 2009) produced goods should offer 
without trivialisation - critical factors when designing weight sensitive products such as the 
velomobile. As such, the ‘ideal form’ should also work intrinsically with function and usability by 
rationalising that the designer should form a holistic approach to the framework of the consumer 
requirements from the outset, not an afterthought.4 

2.1 Visual designation of Velomobiles compared to 

automobility 

Whilst car centric  regions have undergone somewhat of a ‘renaissance’ for cycling culture, (Pucher, 

Buehler, and Seinen 2001) encouraged by increased priority of dedicated infrastructure funding 

through government initiatives (Austroads 2010, Dill and Carr 2003; Pucher, Dill, and Handy 2010; 

State of Victoria 20095), discord between riders and automobile drivers is becoming increasingly 

evident. Road tension and lack of understanding between different modes of mobility is still 

prevalent locally6 (Ampt, Somers, and Munro 2011), with incidents such as ‘doorings’7 in mixed 

transport zones within the inner metropolitan region and CBD (Munro 2012) the cause for 

community concern.  

Whilst government research, such as that from Ampt, Somers, and Munro, neglects to mention 

recumbents and velomobiles8, it would be of interest to consider the implications that accidents, 

traditionally aligned with cycling (or their dedicated infrastructure), might have on the velomobile 

rider (fig. 1).  

Road network infrastructure may also have a bearing on velomobile uptake, with issues such as 

traffic light activation through inductive detector loops (VicRoads 2012) presenting issues for cyclists 

integrating on the road network. Rider frustration may ultimately cause legal issues (Johnson, 

Charlton, et al. 2012), traffic infringements and safety concerns (for both themselves and others) 

through justifying defiance9 of road rules in order to navigate present infrastructure deficiencies. 

Traffic signal activation may be transferrable to other forms of lightweight personal mobility, such as 

velomobiles - particularly if they have low amounts of  ferrous metal through composite or natural 

material construction. However, improvements through provision of painted markers, or seperate 

push buttons could be considered. Further infrastructure issues may be observed on many 

recreational or commuter trails, which often feature restrictions for either the calming of traffic flow 

or the type of traffic allowed (fig. 2). 

Many of these features are particularly directe towards restricting paths to bicycle and pedestrian 

use only, and provide hinderance through ill consideration of the specific width or turning radius of 

alternative designs (Cox 2008, p. 149-150), of particular concern to recumbents and velomobiles. 

4
 Consumer integration in design and development (in this case e-bikes) is discussed by Hoffmann (2007) through the role 
of workshops and ‘non-hierarchal dialogue’ (p.334) 
5
 Although the Victorian Cycling Strategy was undertaken by previous Victorian Labor Government, it indicates inertia 

towards an integrated cycling network as a serious political issue 
6
 With reference to Melbourne, Australia 

7
 Typically where a driver (or passenger) has opened a vehicle door into the path of an oncoming bicycle 

8
 It would be likely that insufficient data contributes to the lack of other HPV reporting 

9
 For example, when riders have to veer into the centre of the road lane to trigger sensors (Dowling 2011), or ride through 

red lights when they fail to detect presence of a rider/bicycle. 
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Figure 1: Infrastructure needs to be a consideration when analysing potential opportunities 

for velomobile uptake. Narrow lanes make overtaking dangerous or two way traffic 

prohibitive. 

While a fully faired velomobile offers increased impact protection compared to a bicycle, especially if 

rollbars have been integrated into the body structure, the critical consideration is that any form of 

collision increases the risk of injury, for either the rider, the driver alighting the vehicle, or secondary 

accidents by veering into traffic lanes while avoiding hazards.  

As with cyclists who wear reflective or fluorescent clothing to potentially increase visibility for road 

users (Wood, Lacherez, Marszalek, and King 2009), the semantics of velomobile design dictate that 

the vehicle must be the primary source of visual identity for other road users, given that the riders 

visual mass can be obstructed by fairings or glasshouse. Despite a recumbent riders good visibility 

(Reiser and Peterson 1998), restrictive enclosures often used in velomobiles present challenges for 

Figure 2: Examples of recreational and commuter trails - in this case Gardniers Creek trail, 

Melbourne, which include inappropriate restrictive access such as bollards and gates, making  

popular commuter trails difficult  for both recumbents and velomobiles. 
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Figure 3: Elf recumbent vehicle 

Figure 4: Sinclair X-1 proposal 

design resolution, with possible methods for increasing visibility often achieved through bright livery 

using the full surface area of the fairings.  

Visual and dimensional stance could also be utilised to give road presence, with the conceptual 

hybrid pedal-electric Organic Transit ‘Elf’10 (fig. 3) and Sinclair X-111 (fig. 4) representing a possible 

design trend for simple structure personal mobility with a partial fairing for urban environments. 

Both the ‘Elf’ and ‘X-1’ have incorporated an unconventional tall roof design – with the X-1, for 

example, at 1400mm12, which compares well to the height of an automobile13.  This contrasts 

markedly to the commuter velomobile such as the Trisled Rotovelo which has a height of 920mm14, 

which is often below automobile side window height.  

10
 See; http://www.organictransit.com/models.html 

11
 The release of the Sinclair X-1 was due in mid-2011, yet at the time of publication, no further production 

commencement date has been released 
12

 See; http://www.sinclairzx.com/spec-x-1.html 
13

 Hyundai i20 height - 1490mm; http://www.hyundai.com.au/vehicles/i20/specification-range 
14

 See; http://www.trisled.com.au/rotovelo.asp 
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2.2 Overcoming current velomobile limitations 

The question of liability should be raised if and when accidents occur due to other road users ‘not 

seeing’ an HPV. While causation of bicycle accidents are well documented (see, for example; Biegler, 

Newstead, Johnson. et al. 2012), parameters of the data would not always be transferrable to 

recumbent or velomobiles. The question of primary concern regarding the proposal of increased 

uptake of velomobile use as a commuter solution, should be assessed according to their design 

specification. The intended purpose and consequential efficiency of the whole product may need 

alteration.  

Comparatively, it could be argued that velomobiles such as the Rotovelo contribute towards a 

technical solution in favour of making efficient use of human power, rather than an industrial design 

based collaboration between stylistic, semantic and engineering disciplines found in the automobile 

industry. Limitations when making these industry comparisons are obviously restricted to the size of 

the entity. D.I.Y and low scale production of velomobiles is generally undertaken by dedicated 

enthusiasts, each with personal goals towards concept or open innovation. In many ways, this 

approach allows for liberation from constraints of industry red-tape. However, this introduces a 

possible negative, as this approach lacks the collaborative manpower of cross-discipline discussion 

(see, for example; Papanek 1972, pp. 133- 151, 187, Singh 2006; Tovey 2002). 

Although D.I.Y culture and design should ideally draw upon a collective knowledgebase, namely 

through discourse between practitioners with similar interests, isolation and internalism of both 

design and conceptual solutions must be avoided if progression is too occur. Cox and Van de Walle 

(2007) describe velomobiles as having deficient ‘identity’ when compared to full size cars, perhaps 

related to the focus on design specification efficiency and lack of legal classification as recognised 

commuter personal mobility (Richardson, Vittouris and Rose 2010, p. 5), creating a concerning 

design integration issue: 

“..the risk is that a velomobile will be perceived as an expensive, heavy, complex, 
large and difficult to park bicycle with extra wheel(s) and a body on top….this is the 
equivalent of expecting a car to embody the benefits of a motorcycle, or calling a car 
a ‘four-wheeled, streamlined, recumbent motorcycle.”  
Cox and van de Walle (2007, p.126) 
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2.3 Design process and prototype translation 

Given the potential for technical analysis of concepts during the pre-production phase, it represents 

somewhat of a curiosity as to why advantage isn’t exploited to enhance the transition between the 

creator’s ideation15 and prototypes, such as those created digitally (see; Tovey 1994; 1997; 2002).   

Intensive interest in the academic and rational outcome, especially when human power is the sole 

source of propulsion, may dictate that styling becomes a sacrificial element in the quest for 

engineering purity. The use of design methods for contributing to proportionality, visual stance and 

quality of the vehicle by altering parameters, are commonly used to create distinct visual identities, 

many of which are appropriated form human or animal forms (Burgess and King 2004; Sawyer 2003). 

For example, the size and shape of headlights (Burgess and King, p. 46), or dynamic use DLOs16 to 

evoke spaciousness within the cabin could conversely, be used to increase the perception of 

aggressiveness, strength of enclosure or serve to evoke an impression of the vehicles power.  All of 

these attributes may have a marked effect regarding the overall styling impression and how the 

vehicle is marketed (Millner and Hoffer 1993). Detailed execution of technical curvature lead-in 

profiles and surface transitions should all work together to create visual interplay – the surfaces and 

styling are not merely a ‘means to an end’, but something emotionally linked towards desire (see, 

for example; Chang and Wu 2007; Creusen and Snelders 2002; Tovey 1997; Tovey 2002, p. 6-7). The 

surfaces in question do not have to be complicated or embellished with superfluous add-ons to form 

an exciting visual statement, rather, subtle co-operation between artistic and engineered forms as 

depicted prominently in the ‘Mosquito velomobile’, can create interest within a functional rationale. 

2.4 Functional and aesthetic paradigms 

Rising fuel prices, increasing road congestion, financial crisis and strengthening focus on health and 
wellbeing, provide contributing factors towards alternative mobility interest; however, compared to 
bicycles, uptake of velomobiles in Australia is limited. This could be for a variety of reasons, including 
low-volume niche production capability, limited promotional opportunities and poor distribution 
channels. However, lack of public demand is  at the core of the issue, which leads to two questions; 
a) do current designs meet the usability needs of a broader consumer base, and b) are they visually
desirable enough to spark interest and, by extension, demand. 

To the uninitiated, velomobiles can be a strange or even confronting sight. From experience17, after 
having taken delivery of a new Trisled Rotovelo, the first ride into town to do some shopping was 
met with jeers from pedestrians and tooting of horns from passing motorists. The sight of a big blue 
‘porpoise’ on wheels with a small helmeted head poking out the top must have seemed strange to a 
population of people who are accustomed to seeing predominantly four door sedans on the road. To 
an outsider, the functional benefits of the machine and its usability are not the most apparent 
aspects of the vehicle at first sight – first impressions are more likely to be attributable to the way it 
looks and how that compares to the dominant cultural paradigms. 

Over recent decades, velomobiles have been limited to a distinct aesthetic paradigm – an ingrained 
expectation of what a velomobile ‘should’ look like. They have been engineered with performance 
and aerodynamics as key features – usually using the underlying infrastructure of a recumbent cycle 

15
 Sketching based exploration of ideas 

16
 Day-Light Opening is referred to as the proportion of ‘glass’ surfaces 

17
 The account described is that of Mark Richardson 
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Figure 5: The recurring Participatory Action Research method. McIntrye (2008, p. 7) 

(but not always, as in the case of the monocoque Alleweder), and applying a sleek, porpoise shaped 
enclosure.18 It could be argued that these low, sleek forms struggle for wider audience appeal 
because they lack aesthetic and structural design diversification (Bunte 2009). However, this 
diversification could more easily be achieved and disseminated if there were a social and design-
based mechanism to facilitate it (Richardson, Vittouris, Rose 2010). 

 

3. D.I.Y production - opportunities for velomobiles 

The success of individual, D.I.Y19 and low volume construction processes are related not only to the 

experience of the constructor or artisan, but also the devotion towards the exploration of finding a 

suitable solution to technical or design related issues. The paradigm that these constructors follow, 

perhaps unknowingly, could be described as a method of constant revision or ‘action research’20 

whereby the maker is directly involved in problem solving and implementation, with the net result of 

new prototype revisions. As an educational and learning methodology, action research engages in 

evidence based investigation, (McInryre, 2008; McNiff and Whitehead 2011) - inexperience in the 

profession may not be a disadvantage, as each subsequent interaction with creation or problem 

solving, can generate potential new ideas. Results, therefore, from field testing, build upon the 

constructor’s knowledge (fig. 5). In velomobile development, such interactions may be the result of 

testing such as those derived from racing culture, or through exhaustive testing, such as material 

failures. 

Cox (2010, p.129) citing Van de Walle (2004), describes the velomobile as being: 

 “…the ultimate level of innovation in human-powered vehicles…which encloses the 

seated positioned rider within an integral bodyshell, providing weatherproofing and 

luggage-carrying capacity”.  

                                                           
18

 See for example: Leitra <www.leitra.de>; Trisled <www.trisled.com.au/index.asp>; Aerorider <www.aerorider.nl>; Cab-
Bike < www.info-cab-bike.de.tl>; Go-one < www.go-one.us>; Alleweder <www.alleweder.eu>; WAW <www.waw-
bionx.blogspot.com>). 
19

 Do-It-Yourself 
20

 For a detailed account of the action research methodology as an educational and research tool, see Cherry 1999; Susman 
1983 
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Therefore, it would seem that the velomobile augments functionality from both the bicycle (human 

power or assisted, manoeuvrability) and the automobile (enhanced occupant protection, luggage 

capacity) resulting in a hybrid package. While variations of such a hybrid exist, especially for 

specialised requirement, such as Velocars – which are two wheeled recumbents (Schmitz 1999-

2000), and rickshaws and cycle-rickshaws popularised in Asian and Indian regions (see, for example; 

Cox 2010, pp. 165-188; Gallagher 1992; Telfer 2002), all these vehicles are not without their own 

limitations, for example, cost, packaging constraints, safety and visual desirability, which in variable 

aggregation, limits the market reach of each vehicle.  

Although velomobiles are described by Fuchs (2001) as “…fully faired recumbent vehicle[s] for 

everyday use”, in terms of recognisable brands locally21, such as Trisled or Greenspeed, little in the 

way of off the shelf solutions exist. Marketable, pre-assembled velomobiles consist mainly of non-

faired recumbent frames, often with additions such as integral roll bars. Such variants are directed at 

racing categories, specifically, primary and secondary school events such as the RACV Energy 

Breakthrough – an event held yearly in Maryborough, Victoria. These rolling frames are focused on 

providing a reliable, cost effective and easy solution for entry into velomobile racing, whilst proving 

enough variability with D.I.Y additions such as fairings to engage young students in hands-on 

educational and extra-curriculum based activity.  

With the high costs of commercially prepared velomobiles (Cox 2004), individual D.I.Y production 

from scratch is an attractive solution, with not only many designs having a direct lineage to 

professional versions, but also with comparable materials such as carbon fibre becoming accessible 

one off or small scale production (Van de Walle 2004, p. 61, 63). Design and construction processes 

have also progressed over the last two decades, not only with exotic materials which have 

introduced advances in mechanical performance, chassis rigidity and weight reduction, but also an 

understanding of aerodynamics through CAD development, contributing to enhanced efficiency (Cox 

2008, pp. 153-154; Cox and Van de Walle 2007, p. 127; Fuchs 1998; Kyle and Weaver 2004; 

Richardson, Burns, and Haylock 2011), all of which is valuable when relying on human power alone. 

Furthermore, the proliferation of fabrication techniques involving CNC milling and rapid prototyping, 

empower the constructor to form parts from their own specification, processes previously 

inaccessible without extensive expertise. 

3.1 Open source design and distribution 
  
Consumer decision making, external pressures such as fluctuating economic conditions and new 

distribution channels through online, internet based services can present challenges towards 

established hierarchal business management, product marketing and manufacturing lifecycles. 

These pressures may force corporations to re-evaluate critical parameters of design, manufacturing 

supply, product range or delivery.  The speed at which intervention can be initiated within the design 

process is based upon limiting factors relative to the agility upon which decisive, corrective actions 

can be implemented, together with the cost of alterations, and market potential for recouping 

expenditure in terms of design or engineering input required.  

                                                           
21

 With reference to Australian market 
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While an ‘INNOCOPE’22 method for positive consumer involvement in corporate product 

development, described by Hoffmann (2006, 2007) through user workshop discussions, the global 

reach discussion and consensus may be problematic to manage, especially for products such as 

velomobiles that may require modification towards specific end-user requirements. Furthermore, 

ongoing shaping of conceptural ideas would also be linked to the openess of the corporation 

towards idea realisation, even if the consumer involvement may be in the best intersts of the 

products success.  

As an alternative to heavily structured organisations, an emerging movement of ‘open’ innovation is 

providing industry with new product development and business models.  ‘Open source’, typically 

discussed in computer software terms, with popularised, consumer operating systems such as those 

based on Linux kernel23 present an interesting platform where individuals (namely programmers) 

can contribute to a specific distribution without the hierarchal strictness of a corporate process or 

owners (Meeker 2008, p. 15). In this case, the building blocks of the operating system can be 

modified or improved by experts globally, with the core building blocks available to be distributed. 

The goal of positive contribution and progressive development is in everyone’s best interest, for the 

greater good of producing a design success, with the oversight of a respected ‘gatekeeper’ who 

keeps order24 over modifications to the core module (Meeker 2008, pp. 25-26).  

 

3.1.1 Open source for design and production 
 

While intensive discussion of the open source paradigm is beyond the scope of this paper, it is 

nevertheless important to understand the lineage of current open source success and the 

methodology with which development can occur, especially during transference to design related 

disciplines. Open source in a design context refers to the access granted to core creative content 

through an open or Creative Commons license. This content can come in many guises, but most 

commonly it is provided as digital models – made using CAD software as simple as Google 

SketchUp25 – or “instructables” (2012) – a set of instructions that show how to make something. The 

most common access to this content is via the Internet. 

3.1.2 The precedents of Open Design, OSHW 3D 
printers and end-user participation in product 
diversification 

 

‘Open Design’ – an adaption of open source methods for the development of products through 

creative design practice – has, in turn, seen a proliferation of mass customisation/personalisation in 

a number of areas, perhaps best illustrated by the development of Open Source Hardware (OSHW) 

such as 3D printers, CNC machines and laser cutters (see, for example; Bowyer 2011; Pettis 2011; 

Troxler 2011a). An active, highly participatory community involvement in the design development of 

these tools has made them accessible, inexpensive and diverse.  

                                                           
22

 Acronym for ‘INNOvating through Consumer-integrating Product dEvelopment’ Hoffmann (2006, p. 240) 
23

 The source code for which the fundamental components of the operating system are based 
24

 The open source model is described by Meeker (2008, p. 25) as “...a free market with a specialist’s desk.” 
25

 Google SketchUp is available as a Freeware version. 
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Figure 6: (a) Reprap Darwin, http://reprap.org/mediawiki/images/d/d8/All_3_axes_fdmd_sml.jpg, 
 (b) Reprap Mendel Prusa, http://2.bp.blogspot.com/--dix-79uuDs/TbiaROL8isI/AAAAAAAABBg/ 
hZOEH1d1Rw/s1600/Assembled-prusa-mendel.jpg, (c) Ultimaker, http://blog.ultimaker.com/about/ 
 

Figure 7: (a) Makerbot Industries Cupcake 3D printer, http://spectrum.ieee.org/geek-life/hands-
on/home-fabrication-for-the-fumblefingered,  
(b) Printrbot, http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/printrbot/printrbot-your-first-3d-printer 

 

3.1.3 Reprap, the FABLab and Further 
Developments 

 
In the mid-2000s two prominent initiatives set out to democratise manufacturing processes. In the 

process, they instigated the fast-growing Open Source Hardware (OSHW) and “Maker” movements 

(For more in-depth definitions of the active constituents of these (see Troxler 2011a, Eales and 

Richadson 2011). The first of these was developed by Adrian Bowyer and his team at the University 

of Bath. Aptly named the Reprap - a self-replicating rapid prototyping robot - it was designed to be 

made using accessible tools and processes and included off-the-shelf components like smooth and 

threaded steel rods, bolts, timing pulleys and belts, bearings, stepper motors and open source 

electronic controllers which were designed to be inexpensive and hackable (Jones, Haufe, Sells, 

Iravani, Olliver, Palmer and Bowyer 2011). While some parts for the very first machines were made 

on a Stratasys Fuse Deposition Modelling (FDM) 3D printer, subsequent parts could be made by the 

machines themselves (fig. 6a).  

Since then, new machines based on the Reprap open innovation infrastructure have continued to be 

developed, with the primary offshoots being the RepRap Mendel Prusa (fig. 6b), Ultimaker (fig. 6c) 

and Makerbot Industries Cupcake (fig. 7a), Thing-O-Matic and Replicator.  Additionally, Bre Pettis of 

Makerbot Industries fame also developed a site for makers to share their creations with the rest of 

the world. This site, called “Thingiverse” (Makerbot Industries 2012), is a repository for individuals to 

upload and share user-generated 3D digital models for 3D printing, consequently bypassing 

traditional retail-based consumption channels (Pettis 2011). 
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The second prominent initiative to influence the democratisation of digital fabrication was the 

notion of the Fab Lab initiated by Neil Gershenfeld at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). 

The Fab Lab - or fabrication laboratory - consists of low-cost digitally-enabled additive, subtractive, 

printing and slicing technologies. The basis of the notion was that, for under US$20,000, anyone 

could set up a facility to make almost anything (Gershenfeld 2005). It was initially devised to grant 

developing nations access to first world manufacturing services, however, since 2005 one hundred 

and twenty labs have been established worldwide in both developed and developing nations 

(FabCentral 2012). The Fab Lab has been instrumental in establishing a precedent for distributed 

manufacturing, which allows global products to be made locally using local materials and labour 

(see, for example; Shapeways 2012; Ponoko 2012). Given it is situated in urban communities; it also 

promotes product innovation on an individual level rather than limiting it to those with access to 

large manufacturers.  

In turn, this has sparked an influx of commercially available consumer level machines from more 

established manufacturers, making the technologies available to the general public in forms more 

visually acceptable, easily used and reliable. The progress of these machines, and the fact that they 

can be embedded in the domestic environment, is likely to spark a shift in manufacturing practice in 

coming years. While it is likely that commercially made machines will see higher representation in 

the market in the long term than their OHSW counterparts, it was the open development structure 

that improved accessibility to these tools, lowered prices and continues to create the subculture that 

has sparked market demand for domestic-scale 3D printers. 

 

3.2 Open Design process and product infrastructure 
 

Open Design is intrinsically more participatory than traditional design practice. Distributed methods 

of fabrication coupled with Internet connectivity allow end users to become designers and 

contribute personalized content. This necessitates a shift in the traditional skills required of the 

industrial designer, whose role becomes more of a meta-systems designer rather than the author of 

a final product (Saakes 2011). This means there are inherent degrees of product incompleteness - 

i.e. the design itself is never final, but becomes one possibility in the course of a perpetual 

development cycle of many (Garud, Jain, Tuertscher 2008) Designing products for incompleteness 

also means that products can be bought and sold in various states of completion with the intension 

that the end user can add and subtract content at will. Products can also be updated, reconfigured 

and upcycled to take on different forms rather than remaining static in their embodiment. Garud et 

al. state that in a new digitally-enabled frontier of networked society “[…]designs are like dynamic 

jigsaw puzzles in which multiple actors assemble pieces within templates that change as a result of 

the actors engagement” (Garud, Jain, Tuertscher 2008). 

Ronen Kadushin, an industrial designer known for his “Hack Chair” (fig. 8), coined the title “Open 

Design” in his 2004 Master’s thesis, and the term was later formalised in the “Open Design 

Manifesto” in 2010 (Troxler 2011b). According to this, the Open Design method relies on two 

preconditions: 
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“1. An Open Design is CAD information published online under a Creative Commons license to be 

down-loaded, produced, copied and modified. 

2. An Open Design product is produced directly from file by CNC machines and without special 

tooling. “(Kadushin 2010)  

To exemplify this, Kadushin’s “Hack Chair” can be downloaded, made, used and redesigned freely by 

anyone who has access to a computer, Internet and laser cutter. Each chair is cut from a standard 

sheet of pliant material - i.e. aluminium, steel, titanium etc. - and bent into shape. End users are able 

to download and make a chair for free, however, under a Creative Commons licence, if there is a 

desire to produce one or more for commercial gain, royalties must be paid to the original author 

(Kadushin 2010). 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Hack chair by Ronen Kadushin 
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Figure 9: Vehicles with different functionalities as part of a community share system 

Figure 9: Car share facility allows for tailored vehicles for various uses 

3.3 Redesigning product systems for domestic-scale 
production - personal transport as a case study 

 
In many cases, products designed for completeness are done so with inherent complexity such that 

the making process is inaccessible to individuals. A traditional automobile, for instance, may contain 

up to 20,000 parts (de Madina 2006), many of which require highly specialised knowledge and 

manufacturing processes to design and make - which for the domestic producer, is prohibitively 

difficult and expensive. Given that cars have great value for personal transport and offer high 

functional benefits, it is unlikely that they will cease to be part of contemporary life in the near 

future. However, greater efficiencies can be gained if a Collaborative Consumption model is utilised - 

i.e. buying, building, sharing and trading as communities (Thorn 2011). There are, however, a 

number of challenges to design for collaborative consumption: how can we as designers design 

products that create open layers, value-add through usage, personalize shared objects, and reduce 

landfill and build modular systems (Thorn 2011)?  

A systems approach needs to be applied in order to make the most efficient use of products. For 

example, a share facility containing vehicles with various functional attributes – i.e. a utility and/or a 

van for carrying large objects, an MPV for carrying large numbers of people, a sedan for travelling 

longer distances, etc. (fig. 9) – can be available for the occasions when needed, but small footprint, 

lightweight vehicles could be used by individuals for everyday use. Each vehicle becomes part of a 

broader ownership and usage system that allows more efficient energy, material and resource 

consumption, rather than the one-size-fits-all solution of individual car ownership. This, in turn, 

opens the door for vehicles such as velomobiles to fill the functions of day-to-day service and a 

potential niche for DIY domestic-scale production. 
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3.3.1 Open Source DIY Velomobiles for 
Domestic-Scale Production 
 

Similar to early commercially available 3D printers (from Stratasys or 3D Systems for example), 

Velomobiles are expensive and require specialist skills to make. It follows that, as in the case of the 

open source 3D printer movement, open source alternatives could reduce cost and increase 

accessibility and diversity by providing the means for end-users to become part of innovation loops, 

product infrastructure and to re-determine aesthetic and functional attributes. 

Placing such a collaborative design paradigm to domestic-scale production and vehicular mobility of 

velomobiles may be valuable for extending reach to emerging markets that may not presently have 

all the necessary resources or experts to provide ‘ground up’ design and engineering. Collaboration 

though online forum discussion problem solving could represent access to people with knowledge in 

specialised fields, who may be able to verify modifications to a core design for tailored markets, for 

specialised tasks such as emergency patient transport, motorised assist upgrades or cargo carrying. 

To this end, there are a number of open source velomobile projects currently under development. 

While contributions to some projects, such as the Hypertrike (2009) and Open Source Velomobile 

Development Project (2009) appear dormant, several remain active. Johan Vrielink (2011), for 

instance, heads a team of developers designing and making velomobiles from aircraft plywood, 

polystyrene foam and structural adhesives.  Similarly, the “Plywood Velomobile” designed by Titus 

van den Brink (2012) (who also appears on Vrielink’s development team), relies heavily on the 

structural benefits of a plywood construction – two prototypes have currently been built and a call 

for the open contribution to the third has been made. The Atomic Duck, designed by Patrick Fenner 

(2012) and based on 1920′s Fraser-Nashes, also continues its development. Construction is proposed 

to be Aluminium bar-stock chassis and flat aluminium bulkheads for which all CAD files are available. 

However, at this stage bodywork will need to be designed and fabricated by the end user. 

Additionally, two in-progress transport design projects are currently being undertaken at The 

University of Melbourne and Monash University that both explore the notion of Open Design for the 

domestic-scale production of velomobiles. Continuing with the previous example where larger, more 

complex vehicles could be co-owned by communities, and a lightweight ultra-small footprint vehicle 

would be sufficient for most daily commutes. A vehicle such as this could be designed with minimal 

parts - i.e. electric motor, battery, controller, wheels, simple suspension, seat, lights, frame and 

lightweight body shell - rendering it possible to be manufactured by domestic-scale production 

means. 
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Figure 10: Proposed pre-harvest deformed bamboo velomobile concept.  
(Mr Alexander Vittouris – The University of Melbourne) 

Figure 11: Proposed tensegrity structure velomobile concept. 
(Mr Mark Richardson – Monash University) 

4. Conceptual velomobiles and individual participation 

The concepts presented in section 4 and 5 fall into the category of a velomobile, with a strong focus 

on visual presence and fabrication self-autonomy, in turn, promoting community interaction with 

design and construction under a D.I.Y ethos.  

Differentiation between the two concepts exists within the manufacturing process intervention.  The 

first proposal concentrates on conserving energy in velomobile fabrication, through intensive 

forward planning of a limited range of pre-harvest deformed bamboo sections (fig. 10), which can be 

arranged to form vehicle sections for assembly; the second (fig. 11) centres on upcycling existing 

consumer waste to provide the basis for a tensegrity structure which can be assembled by the end 

user. 

Whilst inter-disciplinary transference of the production philosophy could apply to both projects, 

sustainability of one off construction and mass-produced products could be achieved by rationalising 

material consumption, considering the long term pressures on resources of personal mobility. 
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Figure 12: Examples of natural material based recumbents. a) Enclosed bamboo frame,  b) Instructible (website) based design 
for a bamboo recumbent, c) ‘Mosquito’ velomobile with natural material frame 

4.1 Natural materials in the construction of 

velomobiles 

The role of materials used for construction processes, including sustainability and material lifecycle, 

should be a priority for the design of any product, including the niche market of velomobiles. 

Specifically, when adequately managed, the material chosen for construction should not only fulfil 

technical boundaries, but should also be as abundant many years in the future as it is presently. 

Within the context of modernity, founded on the basis of the industrial revolution, the mass 

introduction of steel and composites can be seen in industries such as furniture or construction as an 

interchangeable facsimile of natural materials such as timber, where all these materials have 

adequate applications within their individual limitations. Often, the thought that a natural material 

could be comparable to that of ‘modern’ materials such as steel can be overlooked - viewed as 

second rate (see, for example; Green 2006, van der Lugt 2008).  

Within velomobile culture, the availability of steel and aluminium, together with the relatively new 

end user accessibility of once exotic composites such as carbon fibre and Kevlar, has left a void of 

natural material based with pertinent options shown in fig. 12 showing complicated fabrication 

resulting in many joins.  The quest for reduced frame and body weight, improved aerodynamics and 

chassis stiffness, has favoured the progressiveness of composites.  This has resulted in frames 

comprised of bamboo or plywood being relegated to DIY instructables, unique constructions, or 

hand-crafted, low volume production frames. 

The isolation of wooden and natural material frames plus bodyshells used in recumbents and 

velomobiles differs from the mainstream and conventional.   The inherent allure of the natural 

material is enhanced by the craftsman’s skill of essentially turning a tree (or other plant) into an 

otherwise alien object.   Historically, the appreciation for natural materials has been  represented 

through “…a strong signal of class, status [or] authenticity” (Green 2006, Introduction XIX) which can 

be further ‘romanticised’ through the particular warmth, contrast or grain pattern that is completely 

individual to each finished production.  
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These intrinsic qualities of natural materials, when applied to product design, create a subtle way of 

individualising, especially if the craftsman is also the owner. The velomobile already suits this 

description; it represents a rebellious statement towards conventional personal mobility 

(Richardson, Burns, and Haylock 2011), yet the question arises as to the best method for 

encouraging the uptake of the velomobile as a useful form of commuter mobility, while maintaining 

unconventionality. As such, a hypothesis has been developed through the integration of natural 

material utilisation through the mass-production technique of standardisation of a particular 

velomobile chassis, yet encouraging global distribution through the advocation of the ‘consumer-as 

producer’. 

4.2 Arboriculture approach to velomobile production 
 

Natural materials such as timber have the unique property of being renewable. The caveat with the 

term ‘renewable’ is held within the management of the resource. Consideration of the full lifecycle 

implications of must assess all aspects interrelated throughout the life of the product such as 

material extraction, product fabrication, consumer use and ultimately, disposal (ISO 2006). After the 

‘useful’ lifetime of the product, materials are often framed in terms of future reuse, either through 

component scavenging or recycling through material downcycling / upcycling (see, for example; 

Yang, Boom, Irion, et al. 2012, pp. 66-67). Although velomobiles are regarded as low volume 

products, ignoring lifecycle assessment would be unwise if credibility is to be given towards the 

forming a rationale for sustainable personal mobility. Creating material sustainability may be 

considered as not worth the investment for low volumes, however, working towards methods such 

as closed loop production would be desirable nevertheless, not only as a statement against 

ingrained mass-production philosophies such as planned obsolescence, but also for pushing 

ecologically sound manufacturing processes towards emerging markets. 

Considering arboriculture26 as a method of useful material production for velomobiles, introduces 

ideas that can offset other production processes which may occur at later stages of processing, 

assembly or during the useful life of the product. The ability of a plant based material to store 

carbon for its useful life (Dias and Pooliyadda 2004, p. 578), rather than produce emissions through 

mineral extraction processes of mining (Datschefski 2002, p. 10) is of paramount importance..  

Obviously, there are many factors that would alter sustainability of using natural materials, which 

are beyond the scope of this paper, and will be fundamental in further research. Success of 

productive farming of materials will be dependent on locality, distribution of material availability, 

site transport to assembly line, fabrication techniques, and consequential craft and labour input.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
26

 Defined as “The cultivation of trees or shrubs for use or ornament” (Barnhart & Barnhart 1984, p. 106) 
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4.3  Bamboo as a versatile material 
Bamboo represents a unique material for investigation due primarily to rapid growth when 

compared to timber (Farrelly 1996; Hidalgo 2003; van der Lugt 2007, 2008). Growth patterns of 

bamboo are compared to grasses, such as jute and kenaf, yet bamboo compares well to composites 

such as glass fibre in mechanical performance tests (Yamaguchi and Fujii 2004, p. 306). Vélez (2000) 

describes that bamboo canes can be used for housing construction purposes after a growing period 

of three to five (up to eight) years, and that the “…yield is up to 25 times higher than timber” (p. 

151), thus providing industry with access to a resource which offers rapid regeneration (Oprins and 

van Trier 2006, p. 110). 

Although there are many species of bamboos, each with specific qualities or climatic adaptations 

(see, for example; Farrelly 1996), it is perhaps giant species used for housing construction in South 

America that impresses as a structural ‘timber bamboo’. Guadua angustifolia27 is referred to by 

Londoño (2003) as having a “…strength/weight ratio which surpasses that of most woods and may 

even be compared to steel and some high-tech fibres” (p. 34), while also maintaining its diameter for 

most of the culm height. Asian varieties such ‘Dendrocalamus asper’ possess similar height and 

thickness, while species such as ‘Phyllostachys edulis (Moso)’ can reach heights of 28 meters (Lewis 

and Miles 2007) once established, with growth of culms under optimal environments reaching upto 

1 meter in 24 hours (van der Lugt 2008).  

The versatility of bamboo allows applications in the form of raw material – culms (Vélez 2000), 

composites (Hidalgo 2003, pp. 163-175, 199-221; Okubo, Fujii and Yamamoto 2004) and laminates 

(Hidalgo, pp. 176-197), with wastage from leaf material forming the basis for livestock fodder (Lewis 

and Miles 2007, pp. 84-85), ANDAny small excess of new shoots (baby culms) can also be harvested 

for nutritional food (pp. 92-105). The spread of use indicates that bamboo could useful as a resource 

with varied applications according to need, thereby reducing the requirement for excessive planting 

of other crops/resources 

4.4  Structural pre-harvest deformation of bamboo 

The design concept chosen to support the hypothesis of a naturally derived bamboo chassis is based 

upon a partial fairing velomobile, primarily targeted towards mild climates. Objectively, the aim of 

the concept was to articulate repetition of a single shape, through inverting or rotating a ‘core’ 

shape that would be duplicated naturally through forcing the bamboo to grow within reusable 

formers.  The written28 precedent is described by Hidalgo (2003) (fig. 13)as being successful for the 

specific formation of warren-truss structural members for housing constructions. Further work in the 

pre-harvest deformation of bamboo has been described by Kyle (2006) through the works of artisan 

Brian Erickson (fig. 14), who has conducted trials of deforming culms within the carsases of 

discarded car tyres. Additionally, publication is pending regarding the outcomes of research 

conducted by INBAR (see; International Network for Bamboo and Rattan 2009) to implement 

conditions for architectural use of  pre-shaping bamboo. 

27
 Uses of Guadua for architectural purposes is discussed by Villegas (1990)  

28
 Although the initial process for shape deformation is described through Hidalgo’s experiments, the conclusion upon the 

feasibility of repetition remains unclear. To date, no formal academic publications have been found which describe pre-
harvest deformation completely. 
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Analysis of specific parts consolidation was inspired through the design process by investigating 

patterns and geometries (see, for example; Bovill 1996) which can be utilised to establish efficient 

networks by using part interconnection (Pearce 1978; Wells 1977) (fig. 14) as the basis for using 

reduced parts count to aid in pre-fabrication of componentary, and to create new design forms 

(Moussavi 2009).  

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 13: A group-set of shapes ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’ 

and ‘D’ can be rearranged to form many 

different and complex patterns (Pearce 1978, 

p. xii). 

Figure 13: Hidalgo’s (2003) proposal for pre-harvest deformation for Warren Truss structural supports 

Figure 14: Deforming bamboo through a used tyre – experiment 

by Brian Erickson. Note the tight radii achieved. 
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Differing from the conceptual design discussed by Vittouris (2011), whereby an extended, integrated 

shape was formed to describe the whole vehicle bodyside (fig. 16), the new proposal (fig. 17) 

breaks-up the form into smaller, manageable sections, the rationale being that subdividing the 

chassis into sections will increase the chance of positive matching of bamboo culm diameters, and 

therefore uniformity between the produced vehicles. Furthermore, investigation is currently being 

undertaken regarding transference of the same ‘S’ bend shape within other interdisciplinary 

applications such as shelter construction.  

Figure 16: Concept at 2011 (Master of Design – Monash University) 

Figure 17: Concept at 2012; The University of Melbourne 
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Figure 18a: Frame variations through inversion and rotation 

A two-dimensional shape (with X, Y translations) can be grown, yet once harvested, can be arranged 
either through inversion, rotation or duplication to form three-dimensional shapes (X, Y and Z 
translation), with, for example, rotation of a particular shapes altering the visual appearance of 
length or curvature (fig. 18a) when viewed from various locations in space. 

Both early (fig. 18b-c) and current experiments (fig. 18d) have indicated positive results towards pre-
harvest deformation of bamboo. The formers ideally would be created through material 
upcycling/recycling initiatives, whereby tubular materials would be given a ‘second life’29 through 
their deformation in order to initiate the fabrication of pre-harvest deformed bamboo during the 
early stages of production at any given locale. Once inertia of a bamboo grove/plantation has 
reached a sufficient level to increase production30, it would be proposed that the previous 
generation of successful forms (which must be true to the design specification) would be utilised 
through splitting these sections in half, and growing the new bamboo culms through the former (fig. 
19) in future seasons. This method however, is pending whilst frictional restrictions between culm
and former are investigated. 

29
 In this case, an existing material is sacrificed and reused to eventuate in the creation of a natural cycle. 

30
 As with all natural entities and farming procedure (for example, harvesting of fruit trees) careful forward planning is 

required to ensure ongoing sustainable production with minimal future investment. 

Figure 18b: 180 degree curve in culm 
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 Figure 19: Steel and eventual bamboo formers  

Figure 18d: Trial for specification ‘S’ bend – Bambusa Oldhamii  

Figure 18c: Deformation trials 2010/2011  
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Radii limitations which can be obtained in the natural material without introducing undesirable 
deformations, especially when direction changes are encountered after the node section of the 
bamboo culm. These restrictions will be discussed in future research, and are part of research 
regarding design elements such as curvature acceleration (Cheutet, Catalano, Giannini, et al. 2007, p. 
406-409). 

 

4.5 Proposed assembly of a bamboo velomobile 
 
The assembly of the proposed velomobile, from using pre-shaped bamboo, is not without specific 
complexities, each needing extended research, testing and mitigation before any concept can be 
approved. The assembly of the proposed concept requires specific consideration, especially given 
that minimal external resources are particularly focused towards the long term sustainability of the 
design and construction process.  
 
Chassis alignment can represent a challenge, especially if large or accurate jigs are unavailable. Cases 
where critical component alignment is necessary would, in turn, benefit from small alignment 
holders and clips to keep bamboo sections stable while binding of sections take place (fig. 20). As a 
proposal in keeping with the D.I.Y. ethos of the project, it would be desirable if these alignment tools 
could be easily tailored to specific culm diameters.  
 
Rapid prototyping, utilising for example, the open source RepRap kit (see, for example; Jones, et al. 
2011), could aid in the fabrication of variable parts that would be encountered through the natural 
process, such as culm diameter variability. Furthermore, parts could be manufactured using 
recyclable and degradable PLA (Polylactic acid), which is often derived from renewable resources, 
such as corn. These resins can be further reinforced if necessary with fibres (for example, bamboo) 
(Tokoro, Vu, Okubo, et al. 2008). 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 20: Possible alignment utilities made using PLA or other 

polymers using natural resources 
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5.0  The PUUNK Velomobile: an illustration of open design 

and small scale additive manufacturing possibilities 

The PUUNK velomobile is designed to be a low cost, electric-pedal assisted velomobile, within an 

Open Design, digitally mediated framework that can be easily accessed, interminably reconfigured, 

and made from found materials while using easily accessible household tools for its manufacture. 

The design also aims to adapt to individual needs, commute comfortably to a distance of up to 20km 

and carry a small amount of cargo (Richardson, Rose, Vittouris 2010). Source files and build 

instructions will be released into the public domain at the completion of the first functional 

prototype. 

The PUUNK velomobile aims to provide some enablers for domestic-scale production, both from a 

product design perspective and as an extension into the systems underpinning and surrounding the 

product. ‘PUUNK’ – or a Personalised, User-generated, Upcycled, N-configurable Kit – refers to the 

approach taken in developing the ethos of the vehicle. First and foremost, it has been designed to be 

hacked. This point is a key aspect in enabling its openness in design, opportunities for 

personalization and modular configuration. The design uses Kenneth Snelson (fig. 21a) and 

Buckminster Fuller’s (fig. 21b) notion of tensegrity for the frame – i.e. compressional elements, 

usually poles or tubular sections, held in a stable structure by a network of tensional elements, 

usually stainless steel wire (Krausse, Lichtenstein, 2001). This means that no welding or sophisticated 

manufacturing processes are required to make it and the aluminium poles themselves can be easily 

found in discarded products and municipal waste. 

Buckminster Fuller’s aim was to achieve ‘ephemeralization’ – the evolution of complex systems 

towards ever lighter, more efficient and more invisible forms (Mollinari 2005, p.20). His design 

philosophy was also embedded in mass production and standardization, and mirrored Fowler’s edict 

to ‘enable the poor but ingenious man to erect a comfortable dwelling at a trifling cost, and almost 

without the aid or cost, as now, of mechanics’ (Fowler 1954, as cited by Mollinari 2005, p. 23). 

Buckminster Fuller’s appropriation of Kenneth Snelson’s tensional integrity structures, (which was 

later to become known as ‘tensegrity’), enabled Fuller to develop highly stable, lightweight 

Figure 21: (a) Kenneth Snelson’s “Eight Up” sculpture, image source <http://tpgd.gdnm.org/files/2012/03/Eight-
Up-1967.jpg>, (b) Richard Buckminster Fuller and a tensegrity structure, image source 
<http://www.sciencephoto.com/image/155761/large/C0093148-Buckminster_Fuller-SPL.jpg> 
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constructions from a palette of highly accessible materials using a simple, versatile construction 

process.  

The advantages of using a tensegrity system to build a velomobile frame are: 

- It produces a strong, lightweight construction; 

- The construction is modular and adaptable; 

- The materials are easy to source and suit upcycling processes; 

- The frame is easily deconstructed for component reuse; 

- It allows the connection of incongruent, unmatched gauges and sizes of materials; 

- The frame is a simple construction that can be assembled with a minimum number of tools – 

construction does not require a specialty workshop (fig. 22a); 

- The underlying simplicity makes it easy to establish open source contribution. 

Figure 22: (a) Proposed DIY cable connector (b) Section of tensegrity frame, author’s own images 

Figure 23: (a) PUUNK velomobile concept prototype, (b) PUUNK tensegrity frame showing areas that can be 3D printed 

with OHSW, author’s own images 
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3D printed components are limited to the small connecting structures and component enclosures 

(fig. 23b), which allows the use of OSHW for their manufacture while providing high levels of 

adaptability to account for dimensional variations when using found materials. The faring is a light 

skin of discarded tent material stretched over the frame (fig. 23a). This frame/faring combination 

allows user-generated adaptability to govern product diversity with simple components easily 

sourced anywhere around the globe. The vehicle frame, for instance, can be modified by replacing 

compressional and tensional elements with shorter or longer lengths and the faring can be sewn 

using a different pattern. 

This research has explored a number of tensegrity geometries in the development of the velomobile 

frame. While the frame prototype pictured here (fig. 22b) cannot strictly be termed a tensegrity 

structure – given the tensional network does not entirely define the outer boundary of the structure 

(Motro 2003, p. 27) – it is indicative of the direction the project is taking. Further design work has 

been undertaken since the pictured prototype to develop the frame as a true tensegrity system; 

however the later prototype was still under construction at the time of writing (Richardson, Burns, 

Haylock 2011). 

6.0 Conclusion 

Urban congestion through current personal mobility and concerns over climate change pose issues 

which will impact towards the liveability of regions in the future (Garnaut 2008). Cities such as 

Melbourne, Australia, whereby an ingrained automotive culture has become dominate in past 

infrastructure policy, will require a diversified approach to personal mobility beyond that of both 

traditional automobility and mass transit. As a bridging vehicle between bicycle and car, the 

velomobile has the potential to afford the rider comfort, weather protection and smaller spatial 

footprint, compared to cars.  

Lack of inertia regarding urban uptake of velomobiles marketed as ‘commuter’ vehicles in regions 

such as Melbourne could be due to a number of parameters, including cultural paradigms, design 

semantics and global distribution.  In order to diversify the current product range of velomobiles, 

two conceptual proposals have been described in this paper. At the time of publication, both 

projects are still in their infancy regarding detailed recommendations and as such, should be 

regarded as hypothesise.  Both concepts draw inferences upon evidence from inter-disciplinary 

fields, namely architecture. Requirements outlined for increasing inertia involve tailoring towards 

the requirements of urban commuter through enhanced visibility, storage, mild weather protection 

and sustainable fabrication methodology.  

The first concept, ‘Kioto’ postulates that pre-harvest shaping (and pre-fabrication) of bamboo could 

be utilised in a repeatable, closed loop process for introducing simplified network structures with a 

farming process. Current production methodology for building bamboo vehicles is centred on the 

growth of straight culm sections, joined in laborious binding techniques. The proposal described in 

this paper establishes that grouping of design and structures may simplify the assembly to 

effectively a single shape, either inverted or rotated to form both structure and vehicle outline.  

Culm deformation trials were performed by adding tension to growing sections within restrictive 

formers.  These techniques have been described by practitioners Oscar Hidalgo, Brian Erickson and 
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INBAR (International Network for Bamboo and Rattan) as plausible in the formation of structures.  

Transference of these techniques towards distributed production would ideally occur through the 

consideration of the LCA (Lifecycle Assessment) of both the natural material, and the product 

lifecycle.  

The second concept ‘PUUNK’ (Personalised, User-generated, Upcycled, N-configurable, Kit) 

diversifies the chassis of a traditional velomobile, by integrating the structure of the whole vehicle as 

a single unit through the use of tensegrity structures involving the use of up-cycling waste materials. 

It aims to demonstrate that it is possible to design a low cost, pedal assist velomobile, within an 

open source, digitally mediated framework that can be easily accessible, interminably reconfigured, 

and made from found materials using generic household tools. The open source nature of the 

project allows it to be socially embedded in DIY culture and be made inexpensively. For those not 

wishing to make their own vehicle, it can be manufactured in poly-nodal community hubs, thus 

improving the proximity of production to the end user. 

The aim of both projects is to increase vehicular diversity through broadening the possibilities of 

fabrication methodology. The techniques postulated are not without specific complexities, and with 

further research and analysis the hope is, that they will provide cohesive guidelines for building 

personal mobility.  
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History and Propulsion Systems 
The many machines built by John and Miles Kingsbury over the last 

46 years! 

Miles Kingsbury 



John Kingsbury 



1966 Like many people of my age, I 
built soap boxes when I was little. 

 



1976 I made a copy of Oscar Egg’s 
treadle drive recumbent. 

 



1980 Arm and Leg Powered 



1980 Treadle Drive 



Trout Drive 1982 



Trout Drive 



Trout 1982 



Aviator Sunglasses First Time Round 



Trout Pre-Launch Brighton 1982 
With Future Wife June (on the right) 



Trout Launch 



Pedal Car Racing Bacon Slicer 1982 
Teams of six drivers, events 2-24 hours. 



Parrot Pedal Car 1983 
with Early Z-Cranks 



Two Racing Parrots 
Luton 24 hour 1984? 



Parrot at Welwyn Velodrome 



Testing Original Bean 1984 



Red Bean Launch 1985 
Driven by Mini-Me Steve Slade 



Bean Expansion 



Broad Bean Millbrook 1990 



Hour Record Ride 46.96mph (75.5kph) 



1985-1987 Miles Races BeanBag 



1986 Kingcycle Ergometer Developed 
for the British Cycling Federation 



Testing Pat Kinch  



1989 Kingcycle Recumbent 
Nearly 500 sold between 1990 and 1995 



Bram Moens in matching Skin Suit 



1991 Cycloid Drive 



Cycloid Drive 



Cycloid in MIRA Wind Tunnel 



Martin Simpson’s Sketches showing 
the styling advantages of a low nose 



Martin Simpson’s Sketches showing 
the styling advantages of a low nose 



Bagged Bikes 



Bagged Cycloid 



1993 K3 Build for 365 Day Bike 
Competition With Cycloid Drive 



K3 



K3 



K3 Pair 
The Right Hand one with a K-Drive 



Fortuna 



Fortuna Racing 



Fortuna Decapitator 



1995 I “Invented” The K-Drive 



But someone had beaten me to it. 
In 1890 Only 95 Years Too Late! 



1998 K-Drive Wasp 



Steve With Wasp 



Pat Kinch on Original Wasp 



1993 Miles’ MEUFL Machine (K-Drive) 
Inspired by seeing Harald Winkler’s bikes in 1993 



MEUFL Trike Rear 



1998? Original K-Drive Beano 



Starting Steve 1 Hour TT 



K-Drive Comparison Tests 140bpm 
Crank Type Date Average Power Average Heart Rate 

% Performance to 
145bpm 

Medium Ellipse 
Flat Ellipse 

Round 
9-11-95 

228.23 
211.36 
226.85 

145.21 
144.91 
144.83 

99.86 
92.67 
99.51 

Round 
Medium Ellipse 

Flat Ellipse 
14-11-95 

244.31 
228.13 
228.25 

144.81 
144.19 
143.25 

107.19 
100.52 
101.23 

Flat Ellipse 
Round 

Medium Ellipse 
21-11-95 

224.35 
232.92 
228.18 

144.62 
145.14 
144.92 

98.56 
101.96 
100.03 



K-Drive Averaged Results 
Crank Type Crank Dimensions Average Power % of Round Output 

Round 340mm Diameter 234.7 100% 

Medium Ellipse 358mm x 140mm 228.18 97.22% 

Flat Ellipse 370mm x 85mm 221.32 94.3% 



Other Bikes Not Shown 

• Two Single Front Wheel Trikes FWD 
• Swan 
• Canoe Bike 
• RoadRunner 
• 2001 Little Black Number 



2002 Rob English and Mango 
Conventional but short cranks 



Mango With White Hawk 



2002 New World Record at Battle 
Mountain 



70mph (112kph) Crash! 
A combination of a Short Wheelbase and too much Red Bull! 



Beano Expanded to take 155mm 
Cranks 



Steve Slade World Champion 2008, 
2009, 2010, 2011(over 50) and 2012 



2009 Bubble & Squeak 
Z-Cranks Rear Wheel Drive 



Quattro 
Four Wheel Velomobile 

Miles Kingsbury 



Chicago 2011 



Quattro 



Advantages 
Basic Stability 



Storage Space 



Four Identical Wheels 



Disadvantages 
Aerodynamics More Complicated 



Original Shape 
Interaction with the Ground 



How It Works 



Outer Moulding 



Underneath 



Inner Mouldings 



Seat Assembly 



Body Hidden 



Quattro Pedal Box 



140mm SRM Chainset 



140mm Cranks 



Front Wheel Drive 



Lower Wishbone Assembly 



Front Left Wheel Assembly 



Greenspeed Scorcher / Schwalbe Kojak 
Folding Comparison 



Schwalbe Marathon Plus / Schwalbe 
Kojak Folding Comparison 



Rolling Tests in Car Park on Rough 
Tarmac Surface 

Tyre Pressure Time 1 Time 2 Time 3 Time 4 Av Time 

Greenspeed 
Scorcher 

7bar 100psi R 43.6 42.2 42.4 43.6 43.7 

Schwalbe 
Kojak Folding 

8bar 115psi R 36.5 36.9 36.3 36.5 36.55 

Schwalbe 
Marathon Plus 

6.5bar 95psi R 36.3 35.8 36.1 36.5 36.175 

Schwalbe 
Marathon Plus 

8bar 115psi 36.2 36.4 36.6 36.5 36.425 

Schwalbe 
Marathon Plus 

5bar 70psi 35.6 35.9 35.9 36.6 36.0 



Rolling Tests in Factory on Smooth 
Tiled Surface 

 
Tyre Pressure Time 1 Time 2 Time 3 Time 4 Av Time 

Greenspeed 
Scorcher Tubeless 

7bar 100psi 69.9 70.2 72.2 72.3 71.75 

Greenspeed 
Scorcher Part 

Worn 
7bar 100psi 60.9 61.9 62.2 62.9 61.975 

Greenspeed 
Scorcher 

7bar 100psi 57.1 56.4 57.0 57.8 57.07 

Old Brompton 
Yellow ½ Worn 

7bar 100psi 55 57 58 58 57 

Schwalbe 
Marathon 

7bar 100psi 46.9 47.2 46.8 46.6 46.875 

Schwalbe 
Marathon Plus 

7bar 100psi 46.3 46.5 46.5 46.3 46.4 

Schwalbe 
Kojak Folding 

7bar 100psi 41.3 42.1 40.5 41.5 41.35 

Schwalbe 
Kojak Rigid 

7bar 100psi 43.3 44.3 44.0 44.2 43.95 

CST Sensamo 
Firenze 

7bar 100psi 43.8 42.6 44.7 43.4 43.625 

Brompton Green 
 Kevlar 

7bar 100psi 38.0 38.4 38.3 37.8 38.125 



Future Developments 
Perfect Four Wheel Steering 



Sliding Gears High 
9t to 45t Range 



Sliding Gears Low 



Expanding Chainwheel 



Leg Length Adjustment 



Other Improvements 

• Lighter
• More Aero Testing
• Shoulder Room / Forward Vision
• Integrated Headlights
• Balanced Braking
• Canopy Improvements
• The List Goes On...........



Validation of a software controlled Pedelec
controller∗

Ralf Boeckhorst † Daniel Ginster ‡ Alexander Asteroth §

Bonn-Rhein-Sieg University of Applied Sciences

Abstract

This paper describes the development of a Pedelec controller whose performance
level (PL) conforms to European standard on safety of machinery [9] and whose soft-
ware is verified to conform to EPAC standard [6] by means of a software verification
technique called model checking.

In compliance with the standard [9] the hardware needs to implement the required
properties corresponding to categories “C” and “D”. The latter is used if the breaks are
not able to bring the velomobile with a broken motor controller to a full stop. Therefore
the controller needs to implement a test unit, which verifies the functionality of the
components and, in case of an emergency, shuts the whole hardware down to prevent
injuries of the cyclist. The MTTFd can be measured through a failure graph, which is
the result of a FMEA analysis, and can be used to proof that the Pedelec controller
meets the regulations of the system specification.

The analysis of the system in compliance with [9] usually treats the software as a
black box thus ignoring its inner workings and validating its correctness by means of
testing. In this paper we present a temporal logic specification according to [6], based
on which the software for the Pedelec controller is implemented, and verify instead
of only testing its functionality. By means of model checking [1] we proof that the
software fulfills all requirements which are regulated by its specification.

Introduction

The number of electrically power assisted cycles (aka EPAC or Pedelecs) operated all
over Europe is continually growing (e.g. [12, p.15]). According to ZIV (Zweirad-Industrie-
Verband e.V., [15, p.18]) the number of bikes sold in 2011 in Europe amounts to 900,000
and in the last years more and more velomobiles are also equipped with electrical assistance.

European Standard [6] defines what constitutes a Pedelec, i.e. “electrically power assisted
cycles of a type which have a maximum continuous rated power of 0.25 kW, of which the
output is progressively reduced and finally cut off as the vehicle reaches a speed of 25 km/h,
or sooner, if the cyclist stops pedaling” [6, p. 6]. This standard defines requirements as well
as test methods aiming to assure quality and safety of the vehicle.

∗This is a revised version of our paper initially presented at the 7th

International Velomobile Seminar and was last edited on September 27, 2012.
†ralf.boeckhorst@inf.h-brs.de
‡daniel.ginster@inf.h-brs.de
§alexander.asteroth@h-brs.de
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While the test procedures try to cover all imaginable misuses by the operator (i.e. the
cyclist) to assure safety in all foreseeable situations, the same is not possible for embedded
systems such as digital Pedelec controllers. Therefore the hard- and software in the Pedelec
controller can cause unpredictable hazardous situations.

While a person is riding a regular EPA-cycle and is confronted with a malfunctioning
motor control, one is able to jump of the bike, the same problem causes serious trouble
with an EPA-velomobile, since usually you cannot just get out easily. Therefore it is impor-
tant to assure the functional safety of the controller and to prevent all possible sources of
malfunctions.

Just recently German VDE (Association for Electrical, Electronic & Information Tech-
nologies) claims that 95 percent of all electric bikes were sold without any safety check [14]
and for augmented safety standards for electric vehicles in general.

Related Work

For the assessment and reduction of risks of dangerous failures and to increase the safety
of Pedelec controlled bicycles the European Committee for Standardization introduced two
standards [5] and [6], which ensure the safety of the bicycle parts of the Pedelec and the
functional parts through test procedures and regulations. These regulations and test condi-
tions comprise electromagnetic compatibility, maximum continuous rated power, maximum
speed, wiring, handbreaks and pedals. The problem with standards like [5] or [6] is that they
only give general regulations, but say little about which components should be used in order
to call the Pedelec controlled bicycle “safe”.

An additional problem is that the general approach by utilizing [6] is not enough, because
one can argue that a Pedelec can also be interpreted as a small machine and as such has to
be checked against standards for machinery safety.

The industry has multiple standards to define what makes a machine safe for usage and
which dangers and injuries could occur. Figure 1 shows all the needed details what machin-
ery is and which components it usually contains. Figure 2 addresses the components used
in the layout of our proposed Pedelec unit.

The operator has the ability to interact with any part of the machine and has the risk to
harm oneself in the process. At this point the term of “residual risk” applies. The devel-
oper can and should not expect, that the operator of the future product knows every single
possible hazardous situation and the suitable reaction to it. Therefore the risk of having
no protective measures has to be reduced to an acceptable level with which developer and
operator are satisfied.

For the assessment and reduction of risks of dangerous failures and to increase the safety
of machinery the European Committee for Standardization introduced standards [8, 9, 10,
11, 7], from which in this paper we only address [9] directly to present our results.

At this point the reader has to remember, that the following parts deal with European
standards and that only the regulations to produce a safe Pedelec are addressed. For other
cases of application some important details could have been lost in the process.
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"Human-
Machine"
Interface

Signalling,
Display,
Warning

Manual controls

oo

��

Control devices

Data storage
and logic or analogic

data processing

OO

��

Sensors

Protective devices

OO

Power control elements
(contactors, valves,

speed controllers, etc.)

��

OO

Guards Machine actuators
(engines, cylinders)

Power transmission elements,
working parts

Engine

(Machine actuator)

Controller

(Logic data processing)

Throttle

(Manual control)

Reed Contacts

(Sensors)

Figure 1: Schematic representation of a ma-
chine (based on [8, A.1])

Figure 2: Components used in our layout

Methods

Because Pedelec controlled bicycles are machinery, it is obvious that they fall within the
scope of regulations for the safety of machinery, too.

As stated in the last section utilizing just the standard [6] cannot ensure the safety of a
Pedelec controlled bicycle, because as a basic machinery it falls in the scope of [9] and has
to be reviewed as such.

If the result of the risk assessment of [11] is an insufficient protection of the operator and
at the same time the safety function is dependent on a controlling-unit, the risk of a danger-
ous failure has to be reduced and the standard [9] applies. A safety function is a procedure
of the controller to ensure the safety of the operator like switching the power supply off
or shutting down the motor controller. For each needed safety function the required Perfor-
mance Level (PLr), the reached Performance Level (PL), the needed category to meet the
requirements of the PLr, the mean time to a dangerous failure (MTTFd) and the average
diagnostic coverage of the safety function (DCavg) need to be calculated.

For the calculation of the PLr figure 3 shows a simplified procedure with “a” as the lowest
PLr-level and “e” as the highest. In situations where multiple selections can be applied (like
S1 and S2 at the same time), both paths are selected and the highest resulting PLr must be
taken at the end as the final result.

An easy example would be the safety verification of garden shears. The wounds can be
severe, but at the same time the frequency of exposure to this hazard is rare, because plants
do not grow that fast. The chance of danger prevention is possible under the condition that
protective gloves or suitable clothings are used. So the PLr for garden shears would be “c”,
because of the resulting path S2→ F1→ P1.

To calculate the category that matches the given PLr requirements with “B” as the lowest
and “4” as the highest level we take all the possible categories from [9, 6.2.3 to 6.2.7] and
make a “worst case” selection. The results are presented in table 1.
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Start

a
b c d

e

S1 S2

F1

F2 F1

F2

P1

P2 P1 P2 P1 P2
P1

P2

Wound severity
S1: light (usually reversible injuries)
S2: severe (usually irreversible injuries including death)

Frequency and/or duration of exposure to hazard
F1: rarely and/or the time of exposure to hazard is short
F2: frequently and/or the time of exposure to hazard is long

Chance of danger prevention or harm limitation
P1: possible under certain conditions
P2: nearly impossible

Figure 3: Simplified procedure to calculate PLr [9, A.1]

Required Maximum
category realizable PLr Characteristics

B ⇔ b
1 ⇔ c
2 ⇔ d with category 2 requirements
3 ⇔ d with category 3 requirements
4 ⇔ e with category 4 requirements

Table 1: The categories and their maximum possible PLr-values
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This means that with our example of garden shears the required category would be “1”,
because “c” is the maximum realizable PLr. Of course we could choose a higher category
than nessessary, but this would imply stricter regulations and a different controller layout.

The resulting controller setup, that needs to be realized to meet the safety function regu-
lations, are grouped into 3 layouts, that are displayed in the figures 4, 5 and 6.

Sensor // Logic // Actuator

Figure 4: Layout of a category B and 1 controller [9, pp. 6.2.3, 6.2.4]

The layout of a controller that fits into category “B” and “1” contains only a small amount
of components that consists of sensors, logic and actuators, because the hazard that is based
on a dangerous failure of the system is so small, that simple protection mechanisms are
enough to ensure the safety of the operator.

Sensor // Logic //

oo

Checks Sensor f unctionality

Evidence o f f unctionality

��

Actuator
oo

Result o f test reaction

Test Unit // Protective Reactions

Figure 5: Layout of a category 2 controller [3, p. 243]

While dealing with hazards that have a larger impact on the operator the layout of figure
4 is not enough to ensure safety, because when the logic malfunctions the whole safety
function could be missing out. So a test unit is added to periodically check the sensor func-
tionality and the test results of the actuator by getting the test reactions delivered from the
main logic to reason the evidence of functionality of the controller.

Sensor // Logic //
OO

Cross comparison

��

Actuator
//oo

Monitoring

Sensor // Logic
//

Actuator//oo

Monitoring

Figure 6: Layout of a category 3 and 4 controller [9, pp. 6.2.6, 6.2.7]

If the hazards are so threatening that a simple test unit is insufficient to ensure enough
safety for the operator the whole sensor-logic-actuator parts needs to be doubled to get
double sampling and double precision on the test results through cross comparison.

The MTTFd-value represents the average time that a mechanic, pneumatic or electric part
takes until it produces an error. While there are manufacturers that provide these numbers in
their data sheets of their products, others use different systems like the mean time between
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failures (MTBF) or the cycles until 10 percent of the given parts are malfunctioning (B10d),
from which all can be translated into a MTTFd-value. Table 2 shows all the possible ranges
for the MTTFd.

Label Scope

not appropriate 0 years 6 MTTFd < 3 years
low 3 years 6 MTTFd < 10 years

medium 10 years 6 MTTFd < 30 years
high 30 years 6 MTTFd 6 100 years

not permitted 100 years < MTTFd

Table 2: Scaling of the MTTFd-value [3, p. 53]

The DC-value represents the diagnostic coverage with which hazardous situations or mal-
functions of the system are detected. A DC-value of less than 60 percent is said in [9] to
have no diagnostic coverage at all. Table 3 shows the required ranges.

Label Scope

no DC < 60 %
low 60 % 6 DC< 90 %

medium 90 % 6 DC< 99 %
high 99 % 6 DC

Table 3: Scaling of the DC value [9, Table 6]

Having presented all the necessary methods and definitions we can now utilize them
to show, that the used controller layout and the given parts can assure the safety of the
operator. This is done by validating that the resulting PL is greater or equal to the PLr in
the meaning of providing enough safety for the operator. For this we use the “Parts-Count”
method proposed by [9], in which the developer takes the MTTFd-values of all components
and calculates the System-MTTFd by considering their amount. With the System-MTTFd
and the DCavg as the average of the DC-values we are now able to calculate the PL of our
safety function. This is done in the next section.

Unfortunately [9] regulates only what is necessary to build hardware for safe machinery
and what constitutes a suitable software developing process. The software itself will only
be tested by simulation and real life tests. We want to take this a step further and verify that
our software is safe at any time by fulfilling its specification in every reachable state. For
this we will use a technique called model checking and arcade to solve the model checking
problem. arcade is based on [mc]Square, a model checking tool developed at Embedded
Software Laboratory, RWTH Aachen [13]. arcade can check the actual microprocessor’s
binary code against a specification stated in the temporal logic CTL.

The software related part of the specification for EPA-cycles is briefly worded, because
the requirements are mostly based on hardware aspects. The only software requirement is
“which [. . . ] output is progressively reduced and finally cut off as the vehicle reaches a
speed of 25 km/h, or sooner, if the cyclist stops pedalling.” [6, p. 6].
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We use an external clock quartz crystal with 32.768 kHz and a 8-bit timer, which delivers
a signal every 0.0078125 seconds. Instead of calculating the precise speed, we define time
ranges and calculate once the time_kph for 6, 21, 22, 23, 24, and 25 km/h. After each full
revolution the software compares the current time (time_period) against these values. In
every time interval the resulting actions are selected according to the specification.

For software verification we need to transform km/h into a more suitable unit of mea-
surement to represent the actual speed. Since our vehicle’s wheels have a circumference of
1.46 m, 25 km/h correspond to a period of 0.21024 seconds per revolution, resulting in 26
ticks per period approximately. If less than 26 clock ticks are counted in one revolution the
vehicle is driving faster than 25 km/h. For model checking the condition of cutting of the
output at 25 km/h can thus be presented in temporal logic as the following temporal logic
formula:

AG ((time_period 6 time_kph25)→ motor_support = 0)

For all paths from the current state
has to hold in every state

If the current time of a wheel revolution is smaller or equal to 26
Then motor assistance must be turned off

The specification also requires, that the motor assistance is progressively reduced before
it is cut off. After 21 km/h the motor support will be stepped down into four portions. As
an example we will show the formula for the step 23 km/h where the motor assistance is 50
percent approximately with the value of the variable motor_support as 128. We are working
with a 8-bit variable, for which the values “0” and “255” mean no and full motor support
respectively, which leads to 0 V and 5 V output voltage.

AG ((time_period 6 time_kph23)→ motor_support 6 128)

For all paths from the current state
has to hold in every state

If the current time of a wheel revolution is smaller or equal to 29
Then the motor assistance cannot be bigger as 2.5 volt

In Germany it is allowed to drive an EPAC with a starting aid up to 6 km/h without
pedalling. We choose to include this feature into our building process. This starting aid can
be presented in temporal logic as:

AG ((time_period < time_kph6 ∧ foot_pedal = 0)→ motor_support = 0)

For all paths from the current state
has to hold in every state

If the current time of a wheel revolution is smaller than 112 and no pedaling occurs
Then the motor assistance must be off

For the detection of a full revolution we use a permanent magnet on one wheel and a reed
contact connected directly to the controller. We also use reed contacts to determine, if the
cyclist is pedalling forward.

Every time a signal from the foot pedal occurs we set the value of the variable foot_pedal
accordingly. Between two wheel revolutions the pedal must signal forward movement or
there will be no motor assistance.
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Results

The resulting PLr for the Pedelec controller is “d”, because road traffic wounds can be severe
and the exposure to this hazard is frequently occuring, but the chance of harm limitation is
possible under certain conditions, when the handbrakes are stronger than the motor torque.

Because our controller corresponds to category “2” requirements, it has to utilize a test
unit that audits the main units actions. Figure 5 shows the resulting layout that is required
to build a safe Pedelec unit.

The system’s resulting MTTFd, the used parts to build the controller implementing the
safety functions and the DCavg can be read off table 4.

Component Count n MTTFd
1

MTTFd

n
MTTFd

Sensor
Reed Switch 2 2391 [4, Section 14.1] 0.000417 0.000834

∑( n
MTTFd

) 0.000834
MTTFd 1199

DC 0.9
Logic

ATmega16 1 1929 [4, Section 5.1] 0.000518 0.000518
LED 1 22831 [4, Section 6.1] 0.000044 0.000044

Ceramic Capacitor 2 4566 [9, Table C.4] 0.000219 0.000438
Carbon Film Resistor 1 22831 [9, Table C.5] 0.000044 0.000044

Quartz Crystal 1 91 [4, Section 19.1] 0.011038 0.011038
∑( n

MTTFd
) 0.012082

MTTFd 83
DC 0.9

Actuator
Motor 1 139 [4, Section 12.1] 0.007199 0.007199

∑( n
MTTFd

) 0.007199
MTTFd 139

DC 0.9
Test Unit

ATmega16 1 1929 [4, Section 5.1] 0.000518 0.000518
LED 2 22831 [4, Section 6.1] 0.000044 0.000088

∑( n
MTTFd

) 0.000606
MTTFd 1650

DC 0.9
MTTFd,avg 50

DCavg 0.9

Table 4: "Parts-Count" and DCavg results

The last step is the verification that the PL-value meets the PLr requirements. This is
done as shown in figure 7 by selecting the System-MTTFd on the x-axis and reading the
resulting PL from the y-axis. The result is a PL of “d” which is equal to the PLr value of
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“d”. This means that the safety functions implemented by the hardware ensure the safety of
the operator.
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Kat. 4: DCavg= high

Figure 7: Calculating resulting PL by selecting 50 years on the x-axis

After proving the hardware fulfilling the requirements of the safety of machinery stan-
dard, the last step is to show that the software satisfies its specification by means of software
model checking.

Model checking verifies that in every possible state the specification holds. Every full
revolution of the wheel triggers an updating process of the motor voltage. This is a multi-
step process resulting in a sequence of program states.

During this process the condition can be violated for some processor clock ticks. After
the speed and voltage calculations are finished, all the values of the used variables are set
properly and fulfill the given requirement, assuming the software is working correct. There-
fore the calculation as critical section must be ignored during the model checking process.
To mark admissible states we thus define the following temporal logic formula:

calculation := (PC > start_calculation ∧ PC < end_calculation)

Defining the calculation range
The program counter must be smaller as the beginn

of the calculation an bigger than the end of it

Now it is possible to check our software against the specification:

AG ((¬calculation ∧ time_period 6 kph25)→ motor_support = 0)

For all paths from the current state
has to hold in every state Then the motor assistance must be off

If program is currently not recalculating and the current
time of a wheel revolution is smaller or equal to 26
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The model checking process proves that the given result is valid. Its not possible that the
speed is 25 km/h or higher and at the same time the motor assistance is active. The next
step is to verify the progressive reduction of the motor assistance:

AG ((¬calculation ∧ time_period 6 time_kph23)→ motor_support 6 128)

For all paths from the current state
has to hold in every state Then the motor assistance can not be bigger as 2.5 volt

If program is currently not recalculating and the current
time of a wheel revolution is smaller or equal to 29

Model checking proofs that this formula is indeed valid for our system. The result for
time_kph22 → motor_support 6 192 and time_kph24 → motor_support 6 64 can also
be proofed to be valid. The progressive reduction of the motor assistance is thus given and
verified. Our software therefore fulfills all requirements of the [6]. The last step will now be
to verify the starting aid.

AG ((¬calculation ∧ time_period < time_kph6 ∧ foot_pedal = 0)
→ motor_support = 0)

For all paths from the current state
has to hold in every state

Then the motor assistance must be off
If program is currently not recalculating, the current time of

a wheel revolution is smaller than 112 and no pedaling occurs

The given formula is also valid. When the cyclist stops pedalling at the the speed of
6 km/h or faster, the motor assistance is cut off. Our software fulfills all requirements of the
specification and is now verified.

Conclusions

The hardware was designed after taking [9, 6] into consideration and is therefore able to
protect the operator in a way that is requested by these standards. Our initial software had
to be altered in multiple iterative steps to make model checking possible, preventing state
explosion. It showed that principles for well designed software did not apply or even were
misleading in our case. In the end our software was verified against the specification of [6]
under the condition that the hardware works correct.

A few shortcomings should also be mentioned, whose solution is subject to future work:
The value of the Motor-MTTFd could be too optimistic. If the Motor produces more

dangerous failures at average, the value needs to be altered and therefore the System-MTTFd
could be not high enough to ensure the safety of the operator. A solution in such a case would
be to increase the PLr-value to the more appropriate value “e”, which leads to a modification
of the needed category and the DCavg.

Our current approach cannot assure the requirement of [6, 4.2.4.1.a], since it is dependent
on the meters covered per crank revolution.

The current method of utilizing hard- and software model checking separately and pro-
ving the software specification against perfect hardware without the possibility of hardware
errors, is missing some very important facts. If both model checking approaches would
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be joined together, the new results would deal with problems like reading erroneous val-
ues from sensors or having destroyed memory cells in SRAM at critical positions, that are
missed out at present.

Therefore a better way of dealing with software model checking in the context of a pro-
gressively malfunctioning hardware has to be investigated. In [2] it was proven that the
validation of the PL against its PLr can be achieved through probabilistic model checking.
Future work can deal with these results and research how the software behaves under the
influence of the hardware delivering incorrect values over time. The software on the other
hand could detect those errors and should be able to react with countermeasures.
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F12 wens of werkelijkheid? 
• Grote stukken zijn al aanwezig
• Relatief kleine aanvullingen nodig
• Soms fietspad, soms shared space
• Samenwerking tussen partijen nodig

• Meer hierover?
– Velomobielseminar 6-8 september Dronten
– www.intercityfietser.nl

• Dank voor uw aandacht
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